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VOL. VI.-NO.

32.

HOLLAND,

TYE1D8EMA

J. M., * SON, General Dealers In
Furniture A Coffins; Eighth street. See ad-

XV

$he Gotland

$uv

vertisement.
OroMrUa.

-

study a

Produce, Etc.

Groceriesand Supplies; a Apples, V bushel ................ $ 55
ready market for country produce; a choice Beans, V bushel ............... ... 2 00
stock always on hand; cor. Eighth arid Market st. Butter, |1 ft.... ............... ...'
Clover seed, V lb .............
rpE VAARWERK.G. J., Family Supply Store: Eggs, fl doten ....................

X

HIM,

-

OFFICE : VAN LAN DEGEND’S BLOCK.

E0E3BUE&, Editor and

TUKS

or 8VB3Ct!FT!0tf :-f2.00 pirrnria tdmca.

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
ton Hues, (nonpareil,) 75 corns
for ilrst insertion,and 25 cents for each subsc*

quent Insertion for any period under three
months,
'h

t.

1 a m. | 6 m. i i y;

8 00

8U
Potatoes, $1 bushel .........
Timothy Heed, ttbnshel....
I'vUURSEMA J. & CO., Dealersin Dry Goods, Wool, V tt> ......... ...... .
Groceries, Crockery,Glassware,Hals, Cups,
Wood, Stavea, Etc,
Clothing and Feed ; River street.
Cordwood, maple, dry ................ .....$ 8 00
green
..... v... 2 75
rpK ROLLER, D., Retail Dealer In Dry Goods,
beach, dry.... ........... ..260
Groceries, etc. ; Notary Public and conveygreen ............... .,2 25
ancer; office and store, cor. 9th and Market street.
Hemlock Bark ..................... <&4 QO
pork, white oak, ............. QlO 0o
T7AN PUTTEN G„ General Dealer's; la Dry Staves,
12 00
Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Hats and Caps, Staves, Tierce, .
Heading bolts, soft wood
..... @ 2 54
Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.
Heading bolts, hardwood ....................2 75
Stave bolts, softwood...................... 2 25
HirdwAi*.
Stave bolts. hardwood.'..t
i.i.:.. t.... 8 00

“
”

•*

5
8
.....
)4 Column ..... ............ 10
...............17
25
.1 ...............

X1

......

..

.

•*

5 00

0"
00
00
00

8 00

00 10 00

8

10
17
25
00 40

00
00
00
00

17
25
40
65

00
00
00
00

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards In City Directory, not over three
lines,$2.00 per

“
••

“

X

annum.

Notices of Births, Marriages,and Deaths published withoutcharge.

An X

before the Subscriber’s name will denote
the expiration of the Subscription.Two XX signify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
All advertising bills collectable quarterly

“

.....

%t

V

'

IfAN DER YEEN, E., Dealer id

General Hardware; cor, Eighth and River street.

V

$aadi

TaJten Effect, Sunday, June2\, 1877.

.

HoUmd.

Traint.

Grand Rapids.

t<
it
ti

Leavdl
HoUand.

* 10.15 a.

ti

m.

12.00 “

tt
1

9.85 p. m.

tt

8.20 p. in.
# 2.80 p. in.

Muskegon, Pentwater
& Big Rapids. 11.15 a. m.
tt
J 9.30 p. m.

5.25 a. m.
3.25 p. m.

tt

New

Buffalo

&

.....

rpEN HAGE.Wm.,

Dealer Innll kinds of Liquors,
Beer, Cidar, Pop, Cigars, Sardines, and keeper of a tine Pool Table, No. 50 Eighth street.

tt
11

J

1.05

f

5.10“ “

11

11

tt

a.

m.

8.15 p. m.

tt

12.15 p. m.
*12.20 p. m.
t 9.45 “ “

”2.05

©
&

1 25
50
25

Beef, dressed per

lb

1 25
1 10
1 25

Q
10

LJ

Smoked

Turkeys,

“

...... .........

Chickens, dressed per

lb

........

*

..... .

do.” This “half-command”

as he aptly termed

given by one who

It,

is

no trifler, had its effect, and not another
oath was heard during Ibe voyage.

“As

for

my wife,” he added, in

grave

a

and sad tone, “I have ceased to care for

few minutes I ascertainedthat
her, but I long to know where my ehild
of a vessel whom I had
is. I sometimes, fear hemgybe left to
often heard the pastor of the Mariners’
want, a neglected vagrant on the streets.”
Church mention, and feeling a desire to
“And that mlnUter?” I asked, “if you
know rndhof his history,I drew out of him
After a

lie

was

the mate

should meet him?”.

the followingnarrative.
After a pause he said, slowly but flfmfy:

He was

Kan“That would be a severe test, but I could
kakee, Illinois, and when a mere lad bad
spare even Mm."
strayed to Chicago, where he became a
Like Baul of Tarsus, this man whs ar
newsboy. A country boy, on coming to a rested while breathingout threatenlngsand
born of Irish parents, near

slaughter,and like him perhaps he U a

kind of “hazing,”a science in which news-

au antagonist as easily as he could fold
a

ring, where he became a formidable prize-

@

fighter, acting, meantime, as

8

Blacksmith

laying his hand on his shoulder, he

this ablp I will

up
newspaper. His leadership was soon es888
4 00 tablished among these light-weights of the
press, and at length brought him Into the

Meat ................. .........®11
Ham ................
9
Shop. Horse-shoeingand all kinds of repairShoulders ........... .......... (ft 7
ing done. Eighth Street afew doors west of River. Tallow, per tb ..........................(ft 6

p$IJKEMA & BRO., Wagon and

man
when, stepping up to him

Mid, “All the swearing that Is Momury on

your sermon yesterday.”

in

292.

chosen vessel to bear the name of Christ
boys are particularly accomplished. It before distant nations.—iY. 7. Obterver.
00 was very soon discovered, however, that
Ifi 00
Better Tiaec.
22 00 the awkward plough-boy could double up

..................... 5

Pork,
Lard .............

and

large city to reside, has to pass through a

Meats, Etc.

10 @11
@10

.

Randolph

street.

His

was with “Red-

last prize fight

whom

handed Mike,” near Green Bay,
vessel in the

special

an attache of

a well-known gambling hell on

conquered, and then

liOSMAN, J.

Bay,

in

swam

order

ho

a mile to a

to

The New York Herald

asserts that it

has carefully examined several hundred of
Its

exchanges in parts of the country, and

that in no case has

it

failed to discover In-

dicationsof a revival of business, improvement of prospects, and enlargement
of confidence. This change for the better
has undoubtedly been hastened by the ex-

ceptionalconcurrence,to which we have
already given prominence,of an extraordin-

demand for American breadstuff abibad
and an unusually abundant yield thereand of at home. The recoveryfrom the panic

escape the

ary

ppilce.
He uow resolved to quit the ring,
old customers nnd « few
promptlyattendedto. River street. #
soon
after married a young woman whom of 1887 did not begin till 1844, seven years
new ones also, to try my Crackers,which
I
sell
from
10
lo
80
cents
per
lb.
I
guarhe
had
known from childhood, and began after; the War and the excitement and
Meat Markets.
antee a fresh articleand the very best.
n respectable life as a farmer in Northern speculation incident thereto effaced the
IkUTKAUW.. New Meat Market, near corner
G. J. A- PESSINK.
X) Eighth and Fish Street. A!! kinds of sauMichigan. Strange to say, he had always effects of the panic of 1857 somewhat
— .
sages consiautly on hand.
Dr. Shiloh's System Vitallzer.
been a total abstainer, and though “unac- sooner, but was an unnatural stimulant,
ITUITE, J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and
We are authorized to guaranteethis rem- customed to the yoke,” ho became and in- nnd was necessarilyfollowed by a reaciV vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.
edy for the cure of dyspepsia, Inactive dustrious nnd thrifty farmer, aud after tion. The recovery, which is noticeable

\70RST,

W., Merchant Tailor. Cloth purclmscd elsewhere, will be cuttoordcr. luoalring

V

I invite nil

my

-

Chicago.

2 00

..

W., Merchant Tailor, and Dealer
I 1.15 a.m. X> in ready made clothing aud Gents’ Furnish
iug Goode.

f5.15 “ “

.

.

kerohant Tailors
Arrive at

®

..... L'.

drain, Feed, Etc.
Livery and tale Statist.
new {
Wheat, white E bushel
.
shelled V bushel,
|)OONE & ALBERTI, Livery and Sale Stable. Corn,
s, $1
$ bushel
bushel
IJ Office aud barn on Market street. Everything Oats,
Buckwheat, $1 bushel ..
first-class.
Bran, N tom ............
VTIBBELINK, J. II., Livery and Sale Stable; Feed, p ton ............
100 Ih.
lx Office of Daily Stage Lino to Saugatuck, 9th
Barley, ^ 100 1b
street, near Market.
ddflng
ng, 19100 1b.
..............
Liquor Dealer*.
Floor, V
^ 100 lb
lb ........ . ........
Pearl Barley, $ 100 lb ..............3 00

Wagonaakertand Blackinithi.

Chicago A Michigan Lake Shore B, B,

...............
12

Railroad tics, ......
Shingles, A flm.

X

|lnil

.......

....

......

).

Square ............... 850

1

2
3

muscular build, whose

NO.

the last voyage he beard a

blaspheming,

kind. Holding out his band, he said: "If
you iiad known my history you could not
100 have told it more correctly than you did

U

Ono square of

my

cated a consciousnessof power of some

General Sealers.

JOB PUINTINti piMMIPTLT AND NEATLY DONE.

man of

into

steady eye and quiet self-possession indi-

.....

X

WHOLE
On

..

Honey. V %.
a choice stock of groceries always on hand.
Blacksmithshop In rear of Store; Eighth street,: Hay, V ton .......
Onions, fl bushel
Publisher.

0. J.

1877.

Th$ Ex-Prlw-Fightw.

patfeet*.

TpLIETaTRA,A.,

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

22,

On Monday last there came

A WEEKLY HEWSPAPEE,

BOILUR) Clllf,

SEPTEMBER

MICH., SATURDAY,

-

DERHAAR,

fTAN
H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt, Liver, Sour Stomach, Conslipation,Loss four years found himself in possessionof at the present time, is of a more legitimate
• Mixed trains.
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper of Appetite,Coming up ol Food, Yellow
and reliablekind. Besides, the psnlcof
t Dally except Sundav and Monday.
a small competency and a happy home.
and twine; 8th street.
Skin, and General Languor nnd Debility.
X Dallv except Saturday.
At this time he took Iris team nnd went 1873 was not so overwhelming as that of
You must acknowledge that this would be
| Mondays only.
Xsnuf&ctorlei,Mllli, Bhopi, Etc.
All other trains dally except Sundays.
ruinous unless
had positive evidence up into the pineries to work through the 1887. , Though the shrinkageof prices and
'All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago TEEMING, W. H., Manufacturerof Plows, By
that it will care.
who are suffering winter.
A time, which Is 20 minutes later thau Columbus
ho returnedin the spring the destruction of values has been greater,
improved machinery is enabled to sell the
time.
regularKalamazoo, Plow and warrant them, at from these complaints, these words are he found to his dismay that his bouse was the relative distress of the country has
lower prices than any surrounding town. Plow addressed— and will you continueto suffer
larger
Mich. Lake Shore Bail Bead.
points ground to order. 10th street west of River st. when you can be cured on such terms? It
His wife, taking with her their been less, because there is so

V

we
You

U

When

-

empty.

Taken
3o1by

NoTI

North.
No. 44

m.

p. in.

800

15

p.

12
7 25 11
7 15 11
6 80 11
5 55 10
507 10
3 55
9

Monday, May 29, 1878.!

Effect,

O0I&2

DTATIONS.

NoX
p.

MaakeqonJ

,

Ferryaburg
Grand Haven
IPlgeon
Holland
Fillmore

41
36
07

40
18
80

Allwan

m.

South.
No. 1
a.

m.

1 45 7 50
2 18 8 40
2 23
8 50
2 58
9 40
8 35 11 15
8 65 11 45
1 15
4 45

§u$ine$$ DitertONj.
Attoraeyi.

[OWARD, M.

D., Claim Agent, Attorney and

L Notary Public;

LTEALD, R. K.,

n

Manufacturer of andDealeriu

1

vv

Store,

and Insurance Agent. Office, CUy Drug
bth street.

Fkyiictui

O HERBURNE, 9.

W., Biendon,Mich., Attorney
Law and Notary Public. Hpeclal attention
given to foreclosure of Mortgages and collections.
OfficeIn the Village of Zeeland at ihu Store of A.

bottle,

10 infant child, had eloped with

the

minister of the place.

The

betrayed

rpEN EYCK, J., Attorneyat Law and Collecting
J. Agent. OfficeIn Kenyon’s block, 2nd floor,
River street.

McK. Best will go to East Sangatuck every other
day for the next year, to keep himselfin readiness
for profession^calls.

T EDEBOER. B.

Baktrlti.

sionary of the New York Port Society, to
Hackmetack, a popular and fragrant
whose repeated invitationsto our services
perfume. Sold by the above dealers.
he returned veiy decided, and not very
Breath sold for 8 cts. per loaf, or 8 loaves courteous, refusals.But in the gnarled
for 20 cts., when you handle your cash.
character of this bailed savage there was

NNI8, T. E., Physician;residence, opposite
l S. W. cor. Pnbllc Square.
Also, fresh yeast every morning, at
G. J. A. PESSINK.
EST, R. B. & HcK., Surgeons and Physicians.
Office at their residence, Overysel, Mich. Dr.

at

Bulks 2b Bros.

JL

determine. Sample

land, Mich.

Public, Conveyancer,

River street.

this

to

(

River street.

\fC BRIDE, P. H., Attorney and Counselor at
Ixi Law, and Proctor in Admiralty.No. 11,

JU

Physicianand Surgeon: Office
corner Eleventh and River street opposite

A. Proprletror of Olty Bakery; public square.
Confectionaryand cigars; Refreshments in
Vf UBRI8, 8- L., Physician and Surgeon.Office,
line served on call; Eighth street.
IvX over B. Uehold's Boot and Shoe Store,
Eighth street. j
Baakiig and XxcUu i.

IXESSINK, G.

you

was aptly pointed out recently by a corhusband
at once sold ofi respondentof the New York Tribune, who
Wm. Van rutten, River street,Holland,
DAUELS, VAN PUTTEN & CO., Proprietors
his property,and, mounting his horse, searched the Congressional files tor purof Ptugger Mills; Steam Saw and Flour Mich.
Mills.)near foot of 8th street.
rode over the plains to San Francisco, poseses of comparison. He found not
50,000 die annually by neglecting a
\7ERBEEK, H. W.. & CO., Proprietorsof the Cough, Cold or Croup, often leading to where he was led to believe the fugitives only the accounts of the general depresV Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of build- Consumption nnd the grave. Why will had gone; and no Modoc ever followed a sion of bussness, depreciation of property
ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
you neglect so important a matter when trail in savage r mood or upon a deadlier and wages, and scarcity of money, which
you can get at our store Shiloh'*Consumphave constitutedthe complaint of the last
Notary Public*
errand.
tion Cure, with (he assuranceof a speedy
(bur years, but also that while other nations
At
length
his
quest
brought
him
to
New
DOST, HENRY D., Real Estate and Insurance recovery. ' For soreness across the Chest
L Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer ;Ool- oY
were borrowing money at 8 per cent, the
York,
and,
as
he
had
sometimes
sailed
the
Lungs or Lame Back or Bide, Shiloh's
lections made In Holland and vicinltr.
Porou* Plaster' gives prompt relief. Sold Western lakes and rivers, he went to a United States Government could not place
13008T, John A. Notary Public. OfficeIn Com- by J. O. Doesburg,No. 70, Eighth street
XV mon Council Rooms, Van Landegends block, and Wm. Van Putten, River street, Hol- sailor boarding house on Monroe street. its loans at 0 per cent, and State securities
Eighth street.
Here he was encountered by a lady mis- were from 80 to 00 percent below par.

YX7AL8H, H., Notary

0

is for

Agricultural Implements; commission agent cents; regular size 75 cents. Sold by J.
for Mowina Machines - cor. 10th & River street.
O. Doesburg, No. 70, Eighth street, and

much

an amount of accumulated capital. This

J.

__ _

MOVED!

present condition, on the contrary,

shows that the credit of the NationalGovernment stands higher than ever before,
for

it .

was never

money

before able to borrow

as low as 4 per cent; and the State

something of the Ingenuousnessas well as securities,instead of being below par, are
the strength of true manhood, and feeling all at a premium, except those which are

at length that he “had treated the lady
I have now moved back into my own
unhandsomely,”he went to a prayer at
store, at the comer of Market and Eighth
streets, opposite the City Hotel, and in- the Water Street Mission, just to make
vite the pnblie to come and examine my amends to her. That prayer meeting was
stock, which I offer for sale cheaper than
ever, for cash only. I claim to have the

The

a

strange scene

tainted with fraud in their issue. Thus
the relative conditions for recovery are
more favorable

now tbao
In the

financialcrisis

to this ex-prize-fighter. No country.

_

in

any previous

of

history

the

_

wearier runner ever turned his dry eyes

largest and most complete stock of
The “United Presbyterian” also disNotions, and make them a specialty, also upon the Son of Man; to none did the believes in camp-meetings. In an artiOCHOUTEN, R. A. City Pnysiclan. Office at D. all kinds of Ladles’ and Gentlemens’ Fur- promised “rest” ever sound tweeter than
J^ENYONjNATHAN,Banking and Collecting,
cle entitled “Picnic Religion” It says that
R. Meengs’ Drug Store, 8th Street.
nishing Goods.
to this heavily-leaden and baffled pursuer.
“all these plans of religious ruralizing
River atreets.
D. BERT8CH.
WfOOLLEY, D. F. Physician. Office at reslHe called on the pastor, told him a little
v
dence, cor. 7th and Market St’s. All culls
are of doubtful credit to our Christianity.
promptlyattendedto, day or night.
Barbm.
The best Cheese in town U kept at Pes- of bis story, and that he had Just fonnd a
In some respects they are injurious. They
sink’s. Also, new Lobsters, Salmon, Sar- new clue and was on the point of starting
Pbtoptffcir.
I'VE GROOT, L. barber. Hair catting, shaving,
subject
the church to the charge of seekdines and Cove Oysters.
shampoo nlng. hair-dyeing, etc., done at reafor San Francisco, to hunt down this
sonable rates. Barbershop next door to the City JJIGGIN8, B. P. the leading Photographer,Galing sensual pleasure under the guise of
Hotel.
14-ly
Just received a very large stock of wolf in sheep’s clothing. It required piety, and more than this, there is, in
Boots
and Shoes, which we will dispose faithful dealing through several interBooki tad Stationery.
laddliri.
many instances,a shrewd financial operof at prices lower than the lowest And views, before the struggle between the
\T INTERS, L. T. Dealer In Books, Station- 17AUPELL, H., Manufactnrer of and dealer in
ation in the conventicle surroundings. A
don't
forget
that we have 200 barrels of
IV ery, Cigars, Notions and Toys, opposite
new love and the old hatred had ended in
Harness, Trunks, Saddles and Whips;
man wishes to make money piously, and
salt on band that must be sold, and will be
City Drug Store, Eighth street.
Eighth street.
the victory of the more powerful passion;
sacrificedat
invites bis fellow believers to come toSnrtaf Kacklaii.
Booti and Bfcou.
P. & A 8TEKETEE.
but at last he received the kingdom of
gether to work and worship, the main
^

1

0

x

U

x

E., Manufactnrer of and dealer in RANTERS, A. M. Agent for Ottawa and AlleBeautiful Oranges, Lemons, fresh Fins
Boots and Shoes, Leather. Findings,etc.;
gan Counties, for the “Howe Sewing MaEighth street.
chine.” Dealers In needles and attachments.
nnd Raisins just, received at PESSINK’S

TTEROLD,

XX

TobsssssadOlfirs.

fiiatlat.

BAKERY.

-

HU
w

A lot of new calicoes, new brands, new
/'1EED. M. Dental Surgeon; residenceand of- 'pK ROLLER, G. /., General dealer In Tobacco,
patterns and designs. In all colors, nnd a
VJ -flee on Eighth Street, opposite Bakker &
Oitare, Snail, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
Van Raalte.
very large stock of Brown sheetings can
Wstsbsisad Jivilrj.
be .bought for very little money at
T^ERGUSON B. it. Dental Surgeon. Performs
X1 $11 operationsappertainingto lDentistry in TOSLIN A BREYMAN, Watchmakers, Jewelera,
P. A A 8TEKETEE.
the best^ style of the art. Office, up stati^;mn
next
and dealers in Fancx Goods ; Corner of Mardoor to Poet Office.
-if
ket and Eighth Street.
Did you ever aee a finer assortment of
Candies in this town than those kept it
Ibafi sad hidielau.
the City Bakery, they keep only over a
T'VOESBURG. J. O., Dealer In Drugs and Medihundred differentkinds.
cines, Paints and Oils, Broshes.Ac. Phy.
G. J, A PEBStjnfcVt
Nf eiclan’sprescriptions careful Ijr^ot up: Eighth sL

X

r

V

(

U

i ,

God as a little child.
And now he had another

a letter just

mony
and

sisters

the

same

testi-

coated with a thin varnish of piety.”

on them),

faith in thia city

Years

ago, when Rock Island was •

threatenedhim with violence. Ai he was small village and its people had
passing a group of Irishmen on the corner

fah

aTl to themselves,one of

of a

and

dignified citizens put bis

out,

street

one evening, one of them called

"Turncoat!"He

towatd them, and

in a

turned squarely under one end 0/

tone which

it

-mv

1 Holland City
A'SEUV/
Toilet Articles and Perof Odd Fellower
fumerles. Eighth street,
FeHowa’ Hall, II.

a

yoke and

lots

of

our sober
own head

a little bull’s

how
work. When he found

U to under the other, to teach the animal

be feared had a littleof the old ring in it,
0. of 0.*F.
The Best Vinegar in the City— BeautiNO. 192, Independent Order
he asked if they wanted anything of him
Its regular meetings at Odd ful White Wine Vinegar ; Come aad try
d Mich., on Tuesday Evening
R. A 50 cents Japan Tea-lbat can’t be —which It appeared they did not.
of each week
beat—the best In the country at
He has made several voyage!
mate
Visiting others are cord fatly invited.
P. A A 8TEKETEE.
tioce then. “For a year,” he laid, I found
B. A. SoHunm, N- G.
. Van Den Bbro'S Family Medicines; River St.
> N. W. Bacon, R.
no real peace, and perseveredpertly beeew
If yqU like to smoke a good cigar for a
trynt
F- ft A. M.
Nickle go to Pesalnk’s ana try
bis 14 dif- cause of a kind of obstinacy which belongs
See advertlsemuht.
REa^^i^C^t^ni^tion^ofjUNtTY ^Lodox- ferent brands, or if you can afford to spend to me. But on the last voyage I spent the
a dime, be will tell yon one which can’t be evenings of your meetings in prayer in
ruralturs.
HoUaadt: Mich!, on Wednesday evening, Sept- beat In this town. He says that he has been
my room,, and I have found a itrange
j
EYER, H. A CO., Dealers In all kinds of Far- 19, at7* o’clock,
trying to have the beat and lias got
ixl ntture, Curtains,^Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
J. 8. BtmNs, W. M.
!«*bv!k
bbacco’s. peace and joy.”
now, also Chewing aud Fancy Tobi
O. Bhiyman,Sec'g, ‘1
> .
,

YA.

while overebadowingin bis

disowned

received shows that bfa

la at length telling even

men of

all the

thought the devotion be is professing.
Among current scandals none are so
an apostate (though
scandalous as these worldly policies,

Romanist parents and

and denounced him as

chance
gauntletto run.

to be useful and

the bull was running away with him

down a

i

oft

8. ^

1

sharp.

*

m

dirt road

toward a crowd around the coun-

measured
up with the
bull, and yelled aitbe top of bis voice:
“Look out! Here we come. Head us,
somebody,” and when halted, and the
yoke was being lifted from his neck, he
try store

on

illhiota itrifet,he

sixteen feet at a jttmp, kept

yelled: “Unyoke Ibe bull ; nevermind me,
I will

stand.”
.,<>

.nwV

and by which
the roughest in the whole erned by rulers' .of
o|H
the elective priftciplo
in its most
Rocky mountain
mount&itnngi
range, and offers insurmountenge
vital park We chAll
the opprobrium
j barriers to the progressof troops^ Gen.
indignant
of aO horn
coincides with one or two othorljrom^
tulate the
ph’s
it army officers in the belief
eat
th the
[ntiou has been to form an alii
ly other
.or Bitting Bull, and pro
____ . ace and
regulated by Hw,
the southern sectionof the
that have ensued
A PA88KXOKB train on the Union Pacific rail- upon the adoptionof Democratic principles and
measures
of
administration
by
the
Executive Deroad was stopped and robbed by highwaymen
partmentof the Federal Government in reference to
on the night of the 18th inst, at Big Springs, the SouthernStates. We recognize In these auspia small way station in Nebraska. 162 miles east cious resultsthe signal vindication and practical
of Cheyenne. Thirteen mask
to the station hr jhe evening,
of the
which seeks the welfare of the republic by the supmeats and ^Mrced theagontto hangouta red port of the equal rights and dignities of all the
light, as the express did not stop at the sta- States In the FederalUnion. We trust that heretion. The express arrived at 10:48 and came after there will be no Southern tfblicy, ho Northern
policy,but one common policy for the whole Union,
to a stop. The robbers seized the engineer and
of mw, ** duu«^iu mo beta.

nans should bo driven from every other posi-

he is operatingjf
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THE NEWS CONDENSED.
THE EAST.
Auddtmw ^AiT,

tbt Iwei-kiK'wn K*w York

the&trioaln^uiager,has failed..., Father MoElroy, said to

hare been the oldest Catholic

priest In the United States, died at Frederick,
Hd., last week, aged 95

years.

aO

was remUsed with enormous loss

.

.

New York Common Coandl, another chapter (Miss.) Circuit Court, the presiding Judge, in
of

his history of municipal rings. According
to his story, he disburued about 1600,000to secure the passage through the Legislatureof
the celebratedcharterbywhich he was enabled
to plunder the city. This money was furnished by Tarious tradesmen and politicians,
the Erie railway, thronah Jay Gould, contributing a considerablesum. He gires the names
of a number of members of the Legislature
who were bribed to vote for the charter, the
price for votes ranging from $25,000 to $50,000.
Tweed charges explicitly that Oakey Hall, the
Maror, was the most exactingof all the thieves
in the ring.

to

sian loss was 500

A

.ud

.

.

« Lfrom

count of the fighting states that “after
five days’ bombardment the Turks made a sudden attack on the fort The attack subsequently extended along the whole line, and

firemen and" guarded the doors of the
•rs. The express car was broken into,
the messenger overpowered
erpowi
and about $60,000
1, The
in coin and $40,000 in currency,secured,
a ne
passengers were then robbed of money and
valuables, and after detainingthe train an hour
the robbers mounted and rode away to the
northwest Parties were ordered out on horseB. Hitchens, with four sons and two daughters,
back from Jnlesbnrg, Ogallala, and North
took refuge under a tree in a field. The light- Platte. BuporintendontDavis telegraphed the
ning struck, and three of the children,two
Sheriffs at Denver and Deadwood offering
sona and one daughter,were instantly killed.
$5,000 for the captureof the thieves and $5,000
The father and remaining children were serifor the recoveryof the money.
ously but not fatallyhurl
THE SOUTH.
Wiluax M. Tweed has giren to the public,
Resolved, That we are in favor of the honest payAt the late session of the Kemper county ment of the public debt, and of a currency on a
through an inrestigatingcommittee of the
his charge to the Grand Jury, called special at-

Chisholm assassination, and expressed the hope that, for the honor of the
county,they would thoroughly investigateall
tention to the

the circumstancesofT the
the affair.

The Texas coast has been visited by a destorm. Considerabledamage was inflictedat Galveston,Houston and other portr.

mpbsed

out, like

killed and wounded.’’....
correspondent at the headquarters of the
Czarowitch at Biela t^graphs under date of
Monday, Sept. 17, that a desperateengagement
was fought m the valley of the Lom on that
day. Thirty-two battalions and eight batteriaa,
tie law.
Resolved, That we are opposedto the re-enactment oompribing the whole of the troops under the
command of the Czarowitch,attacked Assaf
of a Prohibitory law.
Resolved, That the practice of borrowingmoney Pasha’s division at Sirakeny. The Turks were
for other objecta than those of a strict public necesstrongly reinforced at once, and the Russians
sity baa generated schemes of extravagant expendiwere driven back with great slaughter. The
tures until taxation has become well-nigh an Intolbattle was in every respect a decisive one... .
erable burden. Honesty, economy, and " pay as we
A telegram from Tiflis contradicts Mukhtar
go "should be the rule In all appropriations of the
people’s money. The power of States, counties, Pasha's report that Ardahan has been evacucities and towns to borrow money ought to be rig- ated by the Russians,and states, on the conidly limited,so that an end may be put to the system trary, that the garrison has been increasedto
which “ anticipatesthe labor of coming ages and ap- twelve battalions of infantryand six squadrons
propriates the fruits of it in advance;which coins of cavalry
the industry of future generationsinto oath, and
snatches the inheritancefrom children yet unborn."
GENERAL FOREIGN
(

United States Sikatoe Speecie, of Alabama, was married in New York, the other day,
to fcn actress named Nunez
. The Boston and
Albahy railroad shops at Springfield, Mass.,
have been horned. Loss, $100,000.
During
a thunder-storm at Georgetown, Del, Gideon
.

constitutionabo!
Executive Co
St
Cabinet |ft to

Presidency.
cil of State,
‘ therefor,
es, without

<

any Juperi** o

have equal

,uth<
lOtity-

strike out
President and authorize the Secretaries to have the execution of the lawsand the general supervisionof the Government Four of the Council are to be *
elected by the House and three by the
Senate, fropL members qf theu; respective houses/ for two years, one br alllobe
removed at any time by tne Honse electing them, and all to have the rights of
members in bothlionses.
o

convenient,safest and cheapest methods
of making transfers of small sums of
money from place to place yet devised.
Yet, with all its advantages, within the
put two years the busineee has considerably

diminished. During the

fiscal

year ending June 30, 1876, the
amount- of money transferred was

about $400,000 less than during the previous year, and the falling off during
NEWS.
the year ending the 30th of June last
We have news of a terrible disaster in the was $4,000,000.It is not to be supposed
English channel, by which upward of a hun- for a moment that the money-order sys|

gold baals.
Resolved, That the present depression of the inThe British ship Avadustrial,commercialand financial interests of the dred lives were
country is largelydue to our inabilityunder prealanche,Capt Williams,from London for New
ent laws to dispose of the surplua products which
other countries want, and which bat for restrio- Zealand, came in collisionwith the Britash ship
tions and injurious legislation of the United SUtes Forest, Capt Lockhart from London for Now
would, to a great extent,produceand sell better and York, off Portland,and both vessels foundered.
cheaper than any otber nation.
Ninety-six persons were drowned. The Forest
was in ballast and had a crew numberingtwen

lost

tem is responsiblefor this decline in its
business, the cause of which must be
looked for in the competition of the express companies and the hard times.

Giving Him a New Skin.
ty-ono. Capt Lockhart chief mate and *®ven
A boy named Frank Hanafin, who
The following is the Russian official bulletin others wore saved. The Avalanche had a crew
of
thirty-two,
and
fifty passengers. The third bad been injured in a saw-mill the other
of
the
operations
against
Plevna,
issued
on
the
GENERAL.
officerand two seamen only were saved.
11th inst : “ Oar batteries cannonadedPlevna
A dispatch from San Antonio,Texas, reports
Afteb nearly twelve months of suspense,
all Snndav and Monday. The Turks made a
that three of the Mexican brigands who aterboys.
considerablesortie against our left wing, tut during which the gravest fears were entertacked the jail in Bio Grande City have been were renulsed,losing heavily. The Roumanilarge
wound
waa made on his back, the
tained for the safety of the gallant African exBoston dedicatedher soldiers'monument on
surrendered by Canales,the Diaz Governorat ans made a broad reconnoissance of the enesurface
being
one mass of red, quiverthe 17th inst The occasionwas a general holplorer, the welcome news has come that Henry
Matamoras ____ Since the inauguration of the my’s redoubts,which opened a heavy fire, but
ing
flesh, though healthy in appearance.
M.
Stanley
has
arrived
on
the
west
coast
of
Afiday. A large number of seats that had been national-banksystem sixty banks have failed. were silenced by the concentratedfire from our
rica. Stanley'slast dispatch is dated from The wound, of course, waa very sensierected for the accommodation
of the city au- Chicago having contributed four of the col- batteries.The position of one of our siege
Emboma, Congo river, west coast of Africa,
thorities and chosen guests gave way on the lapsed
•
batteries was changed to have it cannonade
ethe Aug. 10, and states that he arrived at that tive, and the operation must have been
ground, tumbling about 2,000 people ou the
quite painful to him. The Advertiser
fortified
Turkish
encampment
All
is qniet at
The greatest achievementin the matter of
point on Aug. 8, from Zanzibar,with only 115
grounds, a number of whom suffered the fracthe other pom
points of the theaterof war. At the
souls, the entire party in an awful condition says that Bra. Pioot and Maynard and
railroad speed on record in America was that of
ture of limbs, but luckily none were killed.
capture
of Lovatz we took two Turkish standcapti
after their long and terrible journey through an aaaiatantperformed the operation.
An extraordinarychapter of horrors occurred a train on the Canada Southern railroad, which ards and a quantityof arms and ammunition.
the heart of the African continent,
Around the bed were gathered six or
in Baltimore on Sunday last : A man blew his acoompliahed a continnousrun of 111 miles in
buriea 2,200 Turkish dead. Large
15 years of
brains out on the street A boy was disem- 109 minutes.
numbers were sabered by our cavalry Turkey being unable to supply additional eight Irish boys, from 8 to 1
boweled by a street-car, and died in ten minduring the pursuit Our loss was 1,000." ____ troops to act against Montenegro, orders have age, from whose arms had been taken,
score another victory for the Yankee over
utes. A blind convict attemptedto murder a
A dispatch from Ragusa reports that the Mon- been sent to the General commanding the or was to be taken the skin needed te refellow-convict in the penitentiary,
and then cut the “ biarsted Britisher." In the international tenegrinsat Jesero defeated Hafiz Pasha, who
place that which was lost. As each was
bis own throat An unknown man was be- contest between the American and British was marching to the relief of Nicsics. Six Tuikioh forces to keep more on the defensive.
at the Montenegrinsintend called on by the doctor, he came forward,
headed by a railwaytrain. A man fell from a rifle teams at the Creedmoor range, New York, hundred Turks were killed and 100 taken pris- It is announcedthat
to march on Trebinje and Spuz.
and* baring his arm, a small piece of
third-story window and was found a corpse.
the immense superiority of the Yankees in the oners.
A boy had bis skull fracturedby a kick from a use of the long-range nfle was attested by a
According
to
the
Mark
Lane
Express,
the
skin was skillfully cut out with the lanDispatchesfrom Vienna on the 18th inst.
horse, and will die. At midnighta man .at- most creditablevictory. The teams consisted
wheat harvest in England has been nearly com- cet and gently placed upon the raw
report
the
capture
of
Osman
Pasha’s
strongest
tacked another violently, and, while handling
of eight men on a side, selected, after
pleted, and much of the product threshed,but flesh. About thirty pieces in all were
his pistol,accidentallyshot a child.
long and careful practice, as the crack position in front of Plevna. The point was
Tie coal companies at Wilkesbarre, Pa., marksmen of their respectivecountries. The carried by assault, on the morning of Wednes- it is m bad condition and of exceedinglyinferior so put on. Several of the bovs gave np
quality. On this account, and in consequence more than one piece, and Folger Picot,
have offered the striking miners an advance of shooting lasted two days, each man firing day, the 12th. Six Russian batteries and one
forty-five shots in each day’s contestr-flfieenRoumanian battalion took part in the assault of the large supply of Russian wheat at present the doctor’s son, contributedeight
10 per cent on their wages. The proposition
shots at 800 yards’ disUnoe, fifteen at 900 Two standards and five guns were captured, in market, the prices are not advancing.The pieces. A younger brother of Hanafin’s
was unanimously rejected.
yards, and fifteen at 1,000 yards. The follow- and the Turks driven pell-mellout of the Scotch harvests are also inferior, grain and po- gave nearly as many. While the operaGrivica redoubt This victory was achieved at tatoes being damaged by frost, ami hay ruined
ing is the score
THE WEST.
tion was going on the boys joked among
Americans, 800 yards ..........................
1,143 heavy cost The Russian official report admits by excessive rains. A liberal demand for the
1,101 a loss of over 5,000 wounded. The numbers splendid American crop seems certain, there- themselves ou helping to made np HanA t elea ram from Camp Robinson, Neb., Americans, 900 yards ..........................
Americans, l,0CO yards ........................
1,090 engaged are estimated at about 57,000 on the fore, as soon as the Russian and poor home
afin, and bantered each other on the
chroniclesthe arrival there of Lame Deer’s
supply are reduced by consumption ____ Reports
Russian side, against from 50,000 to
number of times they had sabmitted to
band of Indians, which completes the surrender
ToUl ...............................
...... 3,334
from the famine districtsof India are more en800 yards ..............................
1,117 Turks. . .It is announced from Ragusa that a
be cut for the benefit of their playmate.
of iQ the hostileSioux, clearing the Black BriUih,
couraging.
Brltieh, 900 yards ..............................
1,073 majority of the Bosnia insurgents have subHills and Big Horn country,as Bitting Bull and British, 1,000 yards ............................
—Auburn {N, Y.) Advertiser,
1,052 mitted to the Turkish Government
gutjyjkre in the British Posssssions .The
The Russian officialbulletin, dated Poredin,
Park Hotel, the finestof Chicago'ssuburbTotal ......................................
3,242
WASHINGTON NOTES.
Married* Despite Objections*
13th, says ; “ Yesterday (Wednesday) we made
an hos tellies, has been destroyedby fire.
The Americans winning by ninety-twopoints.
Loss estimated at $125,000 to ’$150,000....
no farther attacks, but bombarded the Turkish
After service in a church in Houston
PresidentHates dropped into Cincinnati on
A monument was unveiled at the Soldiers’
Sam Cox expresses himself os confi- county, Ga., Gus Riley, of Houston
fortificationsand town of Plevna at short range.
Home, near Dayton, Ohio, last week, in the Saturday evening, the 15th inst, and was ac- Toward 4 p. m. the town began to burn, and dent of his election to the Speakerahip.
county, and Miss Mattie Calloway, of
presence of over 20,000 people. Addresses corded a hearty reception. After the formal two explosions were observedvi
within the forwere delivered by President Hayes, Secretary reception and the delivery of the customary
There is evidently no foundation for Macon, walked up the aisle, showed the
tifications. The Turks made little reply to our
of War McCrary, Gen. Butler, ex-Gov. Cox, speeches he was driven to the residenceof Dr.
the numerous stories relative to Secre- minister a license, and asked him to
fire, and directed all their efforts against our
Chief Justice Waite and others.... Emil John Davis, where he remained until Mondav, left wing, which threatened their rear. At
tary Schurz’s probable retirement from marry them. He proceeded to do so,
on which day he left for Louisville. In the this point Gen. Skobeloff repulsed
but the woman with whom Miss Mattie
ttiSrmo<Jhlppta* *Bent latter city his reception partook of the nature five furious attacks, but was com- the Cabinet, or bis appointment to a for- had been visiting for some weeks obeign mission.
PmrittDENTHates last week paid a flying visit of a grand ovation, nearly the whole popula- pelled in the evening, after the sixth
jected, saying that Miss Calloway was a
The Mexican war veterans will re- guest at her house, under age, and her
lo SenatorMorton, at Richmond,Ind. The in- tion turning out to greet him. He was met at attack, to evacuatethe fortifications which
the depot by an immense throng, and escorted ho capturedTuesday. During Wednesday
new their attempts to secure a law grantterview between the President and the sick to the Galt Honse. In the afternoon
father knew nothing about it. The
night our troops intrenched themselves in their
Senator was very brief, at the conclusionof the Presidentwas escorted by the military and positions. From the beginning of the battle ing pensions to 1,000 veterans at the preacher said that that was not a legal
which the former took the train and returned ReceptionCommittee to the Expositionbuilding, np to 1 o’clock Wednesday afternoon 6,000 next session. The Pension Bureau is
objection, but put it to a vote of tne
to Fremont, Ohio, where he participated in where he was received by the children of the wounded have been brought to the field hos- said to favor the project.
congregation whether he should marry
the reunion of his old reeiment.
public schools. In the evening the President pital.’’. . .The armies in Asia Minor are reportSo far as is now expected in the de- the couple or nol The congregation
and Mrs. Hayes gave a reception at the Galt ed as being still inactive. Accordingto TurkHouse ; Tuesday they devoted to sight-seeing, ish reports, the Rustdans have retreated from partments, says a Washington dispatch, voted solid, “Many them,” and they
and in the evening they gave another reception Ardahan and fallen back to & strongerposition. there will be no appropriationsasked at were married.— iSkuanna A News.
inst A big crowd turned out to hew __ at the Exposition building. Tuesday night,
There is little prospect that any event of sig- the extra session aside from the Army
South arolina Governor....A cattle pligue, the 18th, the Presidentand his family (Accom- nificance will transpire in that quarter for some
bill, except the defideney to meet the reThe rice crop of Louisiana increased
said to be a species of the Texas catUe fever! panied by Secretaries Evarts,Schurz and Key. time to come.
quirements of navy pay and the neces- from 20,000 barrels in 1866 to over 175,has broken out in sectionsof Ohio, Michigan, and several other dignitaries, left on a special
Advices from the Russian position before
and other Western SUtes, and it proving, train for Nashville.
sities of the courts." Friends of Bepre- 000 barrels in 1876. The yield for thia
quite fatal
Plevna, up to the 16th inst., report that the sentative Atkins, who has an Army bill
The Cuban revolutionists received, very reyear is estimated at nearly 175,000 barThe Chicago Tribune reports that there are cently, & cargo of arms and munitions of war, attack on Osman Pasha cannot be resumed un- prepared, say that, from such an inter rels on a decreased acreage.
eight theaters now in good running order in which were landed on an unfrequented part of til reinforcementsare received. The Grivitza change of views as have been had by
that dty, not counting the many unmention- the coast by a schooner which sailed from one redoubt, the capture of which cost the Rus- letter during the recess, he thinks the
A pawn-shop on the Bowery, New
sians thousandsof men, was still held, but
able basements where fiddles are heard to of the Southern ports. The Spanish emis- was heaped full of dead Russians and Rou- Democrats will go no farther in their York, exkibite a coin 2,000 years.
tj^ona are seen to ob- saries in Washingtongot wind of the matter, manians, and likely to become wholly untena- oppositionto the Army bill than to insist,
trude their Bo-caiieaanracuous upon the vol- but too late to do any good.
ble under the incessant fire of the Turks. In upon a reduction from 25,000 to 20,000.
MARKETS.
ar gaze. Outof the eight there febut a very
Capt. Dollabd, of the schooner W. F. the lull of the Russian operationson his
The present is the second year since
few devoted to the production of dramas,
main
lines,
Osman
had
found
time
to
fall
March, Just arrivedfrom the Arctic ocean, rewhether of the legitimate or illegitimateorder.
NEW YORK.
upon a Russian force which had intrenched the establishment of the money-order
The most of the managers are engaged in fos- ports that the crew of an American vessel, itself on the road to Sofia for the pur- system that there has been any decrease Beeves ............................
$8 00 ©12 50
Hooh ...............................
5 75 © C 25
tering that kind of entertainment which can name not ascertained,had recentlykilled thiriiose of cutting his communications. A in the amount issued by the Postoffice
Cotton ............................ 11J<© 11&
never be described by ordinary adjectives, teen natives near Cape Prince of Wales. The Shumla dispatch, reporting this affair,claims
Department. Last year, however, the Flou a- Superfine Western ........ 5 10 © 8 GO
ordinary type. McVicker’s Theater trouble is understoodto have arisen in the
that the Russians were badly heaten,and lost
Wheat-No. .....................1 35 © 1 89
forms an agreeable exception. At this house course of trade with the natives.
some thousands of men.... A dispatch from decrease was comparatively slight,being Corn— WesternMixed.... ........ S» ©
Edirin Booth is playror one of the most suclittle
less
than
$400,000,
During
the
OATB-Mixed ....................... 82
36
Bucharest on Sunday, tne
the 7th, states that the
WASHINGTON.
wisful engagementshe has ever filled in the
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171
72
Turks had made
ade desperate efforts
lorta to recapture fiscal year ending in June the decrease Rye— Western .......
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west, appearing in a round of his favorite
Red Cloud. Spotted Tail, No-Water,Man- the Gravitza redoubt,male
making
j seven
sever ineffectual was largely in excess of $4,000,000,
Lard ........
,
9
ohakspearean characters.
Afraid-of-his-Horses
and other distinguished assaults, and losing 10,000 men
CHICAGO. .
/
Our Mexican relations are now underMb. and Mbs. Odeb and Mr. Sargent,living
correspondent
with
the1’
TurkBeeves—
Choice
Graded
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75
©
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wielders of the scalping-knife
are booked for a
stood
to
be
far
more
amicable
than
reish
army
m
Roumelia
telegraphs
as
folChoice
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4
75
©
5
40
near Rocklin, Placer county, Cal, were recently
visit to Washington abont the 1st of October.
Cows and Heifers,....... 2 60 © 4 00
lows : “ There is a reign of terror from Adri&n- cent dispatches would have one to bemurdered and robbed by some Chinamen. The They go to have a talk with the “ Great White
Good Second-class Steers. 8 60 « 4 00
ople to the Balkans. All reepectablemale Bul- lieve. Instead of the bitter hostility
Medium to Fate ..........4 10
citizens woe so incensed at. the terrible deed Father.”
gariansare hunted down by order or connivsaid to have been lately animating the Hoo«— live ..........
4 15
that they drove all the Mongolians out of the
POLITICAL.
ance of the authorities. Fever 'has broken
Floub— Fancy White Winter ...... 6 75
town
of
.. and demolished
-vi-—- theirhouses.
--- -louses. Some of
out in SuleimsnPasha’s camp.j Every house administration of Mexican affairs, the,
Good to Choice Spring Ex. « 08
The New York Democratic State Convention
the Chinese who had been irrortA/i
in Kazanlik is a hospital. The place reeks State Department and the Mexican Wheat— No. 2 Spring .............. 1 Lj
will meet at Albany Oct 8. . .State conventions with the fever-stench. All the country from
No.8 Spring..
Minister at Washington respectively
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of the Prohibitionparty were held in Pennsyl- Schipka to Yen! Baghra can only be ridden recognize and proclaim only the most Cobn— No. .........
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vania and Massachusetts last week, and full over with camphor in one's mouth. Dead pacific endeavors to break away all bar- Rte— No. . ........................ 54
bodies are lyingon the roadsidesand in fields
Bablet-No.2 ..........
........
tickets placed in nomination.
gardens. From 400 to 600 bodies are in riers to a cordial understanding.
BoTTEn— C hoice Creamery ......... 25
A State Conventionof the Workingmen’s Yen i.Saah
rhra, and have been there ever since
Eaos—
Fresh
........
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14 _
The question with regard to the PresiPOBK-Mess ...... ........ - ....... 12 50 ©12 75
party of Ohio wag held at Columbus Isst week. the battle some weeks ago."
dent's sending the usual annual message
Dispatches from th# Russian headquarters
The Greenback ExecutiveCommittee were pres8*
and reports of the Executive Depart- U*Df " ....... MILWAUkEE.!
the
>
17
ent. and consentedto withdraw their State in front of Plevna, dated the IBtb, state that ments to the extra session was not long Wheat— No. ..................... 16 ©
No. .....................1 11 © 1 12
and unite with the new movement if “the military operations dosed when the ago considered in the Oabinet, when it
Mm wnfM by way of Ban Franeifloothat the ticket
Cohn— No.Q .............. ......... 43
44
their ideas of currency reform were heartily Turks recaptured the doqblo redoubt taken by
Oats— No. 2 ...............
24
25
Warm Spring Indians bad left their reservation
acquiesoedin, which was agreed to in Skobeloff. When the Russian Commander-in- was agreed that the message and accom- Rye— No. ........................ 64
56
in Arizona,killed fourteen men, wounded eight open Convention.The following ticket waA
panying documents should relate .onJij to BAitrr— No. 2......
••••”..
66
66 ,
Chlef could not or would not send reinforce8T.
LOUIS.
1
l"
then nominated i For Governor, Stephen ments to hold this redoubt, it was only too the business for which Congress is to be
Johnson; LieutenantGovernor,Christopher evidenti the attack was at an end. Gen. especially convened, and not to general Wheat— No. 2 Red Fall ............1 30 © 1 31
Gorn-No. 2 Mixed. .............
42
43
Tapper, with all the Arizona and New Mexico Lewis; Supreme Judge, Milton L. Chirk
Skobelefflost 2,000 men in attacking the re- aubjects of legislation.It is thought,
troops he could gather,pursued and attacked Treasure, James Jenkins; Clerk of the Sudoubt; helort8»000more holding it; an im- therefore, that the message will be brief.
s
s
the Indians*killfng for^ and at last accounts preme Court, E. P. PiUun; Attorney General,
mense
nse proportionof officerswere cither killed
I860 © ....
was in pursuit of the remainder. ...SittingBoll George A. Duncan; School CommiHsioner, John
In
the
spring
of
last
year
Congress
Lard.
834©
9
wounded. Only one commander of a regi— ------ 1?__ ^
from the other side of the border, makes a pro- a Logan; Board of Publio Works, C. O. Strong.
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ment is alive,and scarcely a. head of a battalion r\na£&AX/l
Cattle ................
4*00
posittoq. He and his followerswill consent to
The Democrats of Mauadrasettsmetin con- is left The Bosstans
Busdans have not,
not however,____
abanCINCINNATI.
doned
their
positions,
and
do
not
seem
dievention at Worcester last week, and nomiWH*A*-Bed ...............
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niversaryof independence at the county
teats, and have there read a succinct narrative of their county hittory, and to
have one copy of such narrative deposited at the county Court
rt House
House and aaother sept to the Congressional Library.
The limited extent to which this centenjsition,iit was clamed, would compel nial observance was parried out may now
of this position,
the Rnsnianf to evacuate tee pass — r-r-T- be judged by the fact that, although
haa now settled down to the eonviction ttat the
there are several thousand conn"
war Is not a three-months affair,and is
the Union, yet only some
quarter her armies in
thirty countv narratives have

allowed to roam rt will One thing B. B. will nated the followingticket j Governor, William
tt*t do. Haiayshe will not go on tbs rsserva- Gaston ; lieutenantGovernor. William
np
I lunket; Secretary of State, Weston Howland;
meats
1 entaof
Itawror and ReceiverCWal, David N. Dragomfroff
_ . have been
•:Coi* SrpnoKs, commanding the Seventh Skiffings; Auditor. John E. Ficgerald; Attor- promoted to be LieutenantGenerals,”....
ChuJes P- Thompson. The fol- ABhumla dispatch dated the 18th
1
states that
Cavalry, wsrtook tt* N* Pstoe. Indians near Jowing platform
was adopted :
Suleiman Pasha-, had assaulted and captured
Fort St Nicholas, in Schipka pass.
p
The loss
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people. #e believe_
JorUy of the Electoral

V..—

Ooaw. ........................
Oats ..........

48
27

POBK-Mess... ......

76

...

Labs.... ...................

TOLEDO.
Wheat—

No. 2 Amber Michigan....1 34
No 2 Red Winter... ..... .. 1 32
Cobn ..........
43
Oat#— No.2 ........................ 2T

DETROIT.

Fmwb— Choice

White........ ...... < 75
Whsat-No. 1.,; ......... ........ 1 39
Cobh— Mixed ....................... 49
OATi-Mixed ....................... 28
Bablet (per cental) ................1 00
Pork— Mess.. .....................
.14 00
.
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AFRICAN EXPLORATION.

BUSINESS INTERESTS.

has generallyattended him, reached the

made the first pocket
in America. He was

•village of a tribe acquainted with trade.

made
1798. A

MICHIGAN ITEMS.

cutlery ever

bom

in

Three buildings were destroyed by
Havre it Gleaning*.
the ontset of his career in Waterbury he
These people had four muskets, which
fire
at Ludington, last week.
Cotton worms are increasing in Mis- advertised in a Sheffieldnewspaper for
they had obtained from the west coast.
The
Congregational church at Flint some
cutlers,
paid
their
fare
to
this
sissippi
to
an
alarming
extent
They represent the advance guard of civilhas
just
relieved itself of a troublesome
country
and
set
them
at
work.
The
enization toward the interior of the contiThe grape crop of Florida is unusualnent. They called the great river IkutaYa ly heavy, and the orange groves are re- terprise was successful from the begin- debt
Dot of twelve persons killed recently
ning, though friends of Mr. Bradley’sad[London Dispatch to the Hew York Herald.]
Congo. With these natives Stagey ported in fine condition.
in this State by lightning, nine were
vised
him
against
going
into
the
entermade
‘
Wood-brotherhood,
”
and
purAfter mouths of guspense, daring
The harvest in Spain in wheat, fruit,
chased from them an abundanceof pro- and wine has been so magnificent that prise, arguing that he could not sell a taking shelter under trees.
tained
(
_____thee gravestfears were entertain
which
knife in the United States that had not
The second regular annual meeting
for his safety, news has come that Henry visions. After a brief rest, Stanley con- it is estimated that half can be exported.
the Sheffield stamp on it.
of the Western Hay Fever Association
.M. Stanley has arrived on the westooast tinued his course along the left bank.
In the Lehigh region the workingmen was held at Mackinaw, last week.
The yield of wheat in Canada this seaiof Africa, after a troublesome journey Three days after leaving the friendly
son is stated to be about forty bushels to have won a substantialvictory, having
across the continentalong the line of the village he came to the country of a powJohn Donaldson, the Midland wifeLaulaba and Congo rivers. Stanley’s erful tribe, whose warriors were armed the acre, and the quality'is pronounced succeeded in obtaining an increase of murderer, pleaded not guilty, and his
wages. The situation is quiet in the
better than usual.
letters are dated from Embowa, Congo with muskets. Here, for the first time
trial was set for the Janaary term of
Indianapolis Sentinel says: Susquehanna valley, but the miners have court
river, Aug. 10, and say he arrived at that since leaving Nyangwe, Stanley had to
point from Zanzibar Aug. 8, with only fight an enemy of eaual footing as to “Fanners are evidently holding back not been so successful as elsewhere.The
The census of 1880 is expected to
charge Frank B. Gowen, Presi115 souls, and in an awful condition, arms. No sooner did the natives dis- their crops of wheat, and scarcely any is
give Michigan three more members of
the
Philadelphia
and
Reading
after the long and terrible journey cover Stanley’s approach than they offered on the market”
Railroad Company, with bad faith in Oongrew^ and the Upper Peninsula one
through the heart of the African con- manned fifty-fourlarge canoes, and put
The State Department of Agriculture
coal operations,and openly accuse him
off from the river bank to attack him. of Illinois,on the basis oi returns of the
tinent.
Charles Grant, of Bengal, and
of instigatingthe strikes in the Lehigh
Not
____
till
__
three
____
©f
his
.
, men were com crop received from the various counStanley left Nyangive Nov. 15, 1876,
William Diets, of Waconata, are penregion
and
northern
coal
fields,
throngh
and traveled overland through Uregga. killed did Stanley desist trying to ties of the State, estimates that 8,905,411 the agency of paid emissaries,to over- sioners of 1812, residing in Clinton
After an arduous march of many days make the natives understand that he was acres were planted with corn this year, reach them in the business.
county.
throngh a country filled with difficulties, friendly. He offered peace-gifts, but the and that the total yield of that staple
Col. Ebenszer Gould, an old resiand being compelled to transporton the savages refused to be reconciled, and the will be at Idast 272,766,121 bushels,
AT THE WHITE HOUSE,
dent of Shiawassee county, died recently
fight went on. For twelve miles down which, at 40 cents per bushel, is worth
shoulders of his men every pound of
The Hayes Family, Their Herronti mn4 atOwosso. He was Colonel of the Sixth
provisionsand other stores necessaryfor the river it was maintained by Stanley’s over $109,100,000.
Horft'i.
Michigan
''
followers with great courage, and was
the transcontinental \ journey, and beWhile we in the United States have
[Washington
Oor. Chicago Inter-Ocean.]
the last, pave one. of thirty-two battles
The soldiers of the late war, residing
sides ca
reason to congratulateourselves over our
The President’shousehold now con- in Midland county, had a grand reunion
since the expedition had left Nyangwe.
sections
sists of Mrs. Hayes, Miss Piatt (a niece' and picnic dinner at Sias’ grove, MidStanley’s losses during the long and
mg boat, _______
who has for a long time made her home and City, the other
of his party, Stanley found himself terrible journey across the continent
with them), Messrs. Webb, Birchard and
from
Niangwe
had been very severe. The
A 2-txab-old son of William Madden
brought to a stand by an immense tract
weather their growth of grain is far from
Rutherford
Hayes (young men from 18
was run over recently at Bay Out by a
of dense forest, through which all at- continuous fighting in the forests and on successful this xeor. In South and
24 in age),’ and two little children— team that was racing, and received intertempts at progress were futile. Find- the river reduced the strength of the iLddle England the farmers though not
Fannie, aged 10, and Scott, aged 7. Al- nal injuries which will probably prote
expedition
daily, until it became a quesing he could not advance along the line
)adly unsuccessful, have no great reason
most any morning you can see a carriagefetal.
he had first intended to follow, Stanley tion whether any of its members would o be proud of their harvests. In Ireload of tho President’sfamily oriving
ever
reach
the
\/./
crossed the Lualaba and continued along
The annual convention of the Young
and, though crops have not turned out about town. Sometimes the ladies are
SUmley, with aevei men, were almost
the left bank of the river, passing
lien’s Christian Association of Michiso badly as in Scotland,yet in some disthrough Northeast -llskusa.On this drawn into the whirlpools of the Mowa tricts they have greatly suffered.
gan was held at Kalamazoo last week,
falls, and six weeks; later, himself, with
route lie endeavoredto find an outlet
with a great meeting, conducted by Mr.
library to get books to read daring
the entire crew of the Lady Alice, were
Commercial and Trade Matten.
westward, but the jungle was so dense
D. W. Whittle.
long
summer
days
at
the
Soldiers’
Home,
swept over the furious Falls of Mbelo,
Philadelphia dry-goodsdealers are
and the fatigneS of the march so harassThe annual meeting of the Michigan
whence, only by a miracle, they escaped. in high spirit over the condition of the Mrs. Hayes generallydresses in black,
ing that it seemed impossibleto pass the
Soldiers’
and Sailors* Monument Associquite plainly for this city of elaborate
fall trade.
tremendous barrier of the forest. To add
ation >vas held at the office of Secretary
costumes,
and
she
often
carries
a
large
The Devil’s Daughters.
to the horrors of his position, Stanley was
Mb. James Byars, living ten miles
Romeyn in Detroit last week.
The
wounded
were fearfully tortured from Gonzales, Tex., in boring a well polm-leoffan in her hand. Her carriage
opposed at every step by the hostile
is quite handsome, but the horses are
Bertie Shaffer, aged 6 years, was
cannibal natives, who filled the woods and mutilated by the Nez Perces squaws strack coal oil at a depth of thirty-five
decidedly shabby. Nothing is ouite so accidentally jostled off of a gate-postat
on
the
Big
Hole
battle-ground.
The
and poured flighto of poisoned arrows
feet.
distinctive a mark of social portion as Maple, Grove, and the post fell upon
on his party, kuling and fatally wound- soldiers had taken the Indian village,
The brandy production of North Oar the turn-out one goes about in, and him, breaking his neck and causing ining many of his men. From every tree but being overpowered by numbers they olina is immense. Over 300 distillers President Hayes’ horses are criticised
stant death.
and rock tho deadly missiles winged were obliged to fall book and fight their are registered in the internal revenue more than they otherwise would have
„ One of the oldest German residents of
way
to
a
position
on
the
side
of
the
their course, and the heavily-laden beardivision about Statesville^ T
been had not President Grant been so East Saginaw, Alexander Alberti, who
mountain
which
the
enemy
hod
already
ers fell dead under their loads. Only
A leading Eastern exchange thinks fastidious in the choice of his equipages. was compelled to flee from his native
now and then could Stanley and his men taken possession of. They had a desNo person ever had in Washington a
“merchants and businessmen at the
perate
encounter,
but
carried
the
point,
reply with their rifles, as the savages
handsomer
turn-out than Gen. Grant
West
and
trade
centers
we
either
blowkept under dense cover. Stanley’s and immediately dug trenches with their
used
to drive. He had a pair of horses
ing
very
hard,
else
there
is
some
immarch through these cannibal regions trowel bayonets.- In tbe meantime the
which went before his carnage that could was for a time on Gen. Terry’s staff as
provement in business.”
soon became almost hopeless. There wounded had been left on the bottom
The New York Tribune has “ encour- not be surpassed in this or any other engineer.
was no cessation of the fighting, day or by the creek, and, while the bucks set
country. They cost $3,000, and were
A man who is quite deaf named Anathy
night. An attempt at camping merely fire to the grass and tried to burn the aging reports of a good fall trade, caused selected by their owner himself, who has
little
band
of
soldiers
out
of
their
by
the
return
of
the
jobbing
business
to
Anthony, a German, 80 years old, while
concentrated the savages, and rendered
as good an eye for the fine points of an
their fire more deadly. The advance trenches, the squaws mangled and tort- that city. Orders are coming in in animal as any jockey that ever handled a walking along the track of the Michigan
was a successionof charges in rude and ured the poor fellows who were still greater numbers than had been ex- whip. When he left the White House, Central railway at Kalamazoo, was strack
by a switching engine, inflicting serious
skirmishing order by a guard engaged alive but unable to kelp themselves. pected.”
President Grant sent them as a present
The $8,000,000 loan of the Baltimore to George W. Childs, A. M., of Phila- injuries on the head which will prove
to clear tho road for the main body, The atrocitiesperpetratedUpon the helpwhile a rear- guard in like manner cov- less boys in blue by these she-devils can and Ohio railroad was taken by Morgan delphia, and they are now pointed oat as fatal
ered the retreat. All efforts to appease hardly be realized by anyone unaccus- A Co., the American bankers in London, the finest team in Pennsylvania.
John Adams, of Fowler, undertook to
the savages were unavailing. They tomed to tales of savage barbarity. at 5 per cent, but at what discount, if
But President Hayes introduced into lift his gun up by tne muzzle ; the hamwould fikten to no overtures, dis- They heated their camas-hooksred-hot any, does not appear. It is secured by their stalls a pair of horses that look as mer caught on a log and exploded the
regarded fsignali of \ (friendship,and and then tbrusttheminto the bodies oi a first and only mortgage on the 250 if they came from a country livery charge, and it tookt effect in Mr. Ada
rentfed as the wouilded ; mangled then! >iu every miles of their Chicago end.
refused
bowels causing his death.
conceivablemanner, and slowly tortured
shavi
patient behavior
cowardice
Some remariabje prides were paid for
Tail k Oranr’s cracker factory, at
Stanley’s men, "so that no course re! them to death in ways known only to Canadian cattle at a recent stock sale in
Detroit,
was destroyed by fire, tbe other
mained but to fight the way out with as red devils. Early in the action a busier, England. Forty-two head of short- Rogers is aif r excellent .man; he his
night. Loss, on binlding,«8,500; fully
a
mere
boy,
was
wounded
in
both
legs.
1 little loss as possible. To render Stanhorns, bred near Quebec, Canada, real- studied theology, and he has studied insured;on machinery, $9,000; insured
ley’spoBition more deplorable,. his escort One of his comrades carried him off the ized 16,280 guineas, or on average of
law;” ho knows about all that need
4 $2,500; on stock, $3,000; fully infor
field and then returned to the fight, the
' 140 Natives,
'atives. engaged for the service at
about $2,000 per head. This average known of philosophy and art; he can see gured.
bugler
saying
that
he
would
rest
there
Nyangive, refused to go further, and dehas never before been reached in En- the fine
ine points in a legal argument or a
Detroit has had considerablesmallserted. They wore so overawed by the a few minutes and then try and walk off gland or on this continent, and has only doctrinal
rinal sermon,
sermon, and can write a letter
pox within* the past year, and citizens
terrors of the forestand the fighting that to a place of safety. The Indians got been exceeded once in Australia.
as politely as a letter can be written, but
naturally were alarmed. To protect
they believed destruction was certain possessionof the creek and bottom land,
has one important weakness, themselves a general vaccinationof the
In
Delaware
and
Eastern
Maryland
the
squaws
discovered,
mutilated
liim
to overtake the whole party., Learning
his ignorance of people was provided for at the expense
there are upward of 60,000 acres of land and that
that his ranks were thinned by this de- and burned both his eyes outi The
under peacn trees. This land is the best horse-flesh. He ought never to have of the city, and a cost of $4,015.25,
boy’s
sufferings
can
be
imagined,
am
sertion, the hostile natives gathered for
been trusted to buy a team. The horses
death was certainly a welcome relief to on the peninsula,estimated to be worth
While playing with a number of small
a grand attack on Stanley to completely
$50
per
acre,
or $3,000,000. To ship this ore ill-matched and clumsy. They trot
companionson the bonks ot the Thorncrush him. It became necessary,there- him.— iStoft Lake Tribune.
each
on
his
own
hook,
without
regard
to
fruit requires 2,000,000baskets, or near.pple river, at Middleville, the7-yearfore, to organize a desperate resistance,
ly that many, which cost $250,000. The the other. They have both been accusWhisky
as
a
Detective.
>ld son of Edwin Fallas fell or was
which was so successful that it repulsed
money investedin necessaryimplements tomed to be hitched on the nigh side, ^
That there is some good in evil is fully
ushed in the water, and drowned bethe savages for the time, and gave Stanand
every
horseman
knows
that
to
hitch
for cultivating and shipping the peaches
fore assistance arrived. The body was
ley a chance to arrange plans adapted to exemplifiedin the followingsingular intwo
nigh
horses
together
will
spoil
a
to market is estimated at $10 for 100
recovered in an hoar.
his trying situation. There was only cident, which occurred a few ©venings
trees, or $600,000. The cultivationof team.
one way to escape, unless Stanley ac- since: A lady, the, wife of a well-known
Two sailors from the propellerJ. S.
One of them is a dark-mottled chestpeach orchards and the picking of the
cepted the alternative of returning to Ny- citizen, residing on Broad street, whose
Fay,
went a shore at Marquette, got
nut,
with
a
white
foot;
the
other
is
a
fruit gives employment to upward of
angwe and abandoning the work he had name, bv special request, we withhold
bright bay, with a white nose. Anyone drunk, and had a terrible fight with
25,000 laborers.
undertaken. This was to use canoes. from publication,entered her sleeping
can see in a moment that those two knives. John O’Brien Wks fatallystabbed
The New York Evening Post says
With the Lady Alice as a last reliance, apartment late one night, after having
horses ought never to be harnessed to- by Frank McLean. He reoe’ived two
and good canoes tor the party, Stanley returned from an evening social, and was “ It is doubtful whether at any time in gether any more than a blue bonnet terrible slashes and a stab in the back.
concluded he would advance with a bet- somewhat annoyed at smelling whisky. the past fifteen years there has been ought to be worn with a green dress. McLean has been arrested.
ter prospect of success. Although he Knowing that liquor was not used in the so great an amount of various kinds of Besides, they are lazy.
At Portland, a few days ago, the
had a decided advantage over the sav- house, she bemme frightened, and stocks afloat in Wall street— that is, in
President Grant’s old coachman and Rev. J. W. Reid’s youngest child, a boy
the
hands
of
people
who
hold
stocks
on
ages on the water, Stanley found each thought perhaps some intoxicated perfootman, whose faces are as well known 2 years of age, went into tbe woodshed,
margins and who are dependent on
day’s advance a repetition of the pre- son had entered the premises during her
in Washingtonas PresidentGrant’s own, and, seeing a drawing-knifehanging
absence. She called her husband and money lenders for Ifti meaiis with which
vious day’s struggle.
retained at the White House, but overhead, took a long stick with which
another gentleman, who were in the par- to carry their holdikgB~~&t there is to- neither of them takes a real active interIt was desperate fighting throughout
he poshed the knife from the nail on
day. At the same time, we never rewhile pushing down the nver. In the lor below, and when they arrived an inest in their business any
Albert, which it was hanging. The knife fell
member when there was so much capital
,
midst of these struggles Stanley’s jour- vestigation of the room began. Mr.
the coachman, drives alone, but he looks with the edge downward, landing
the husband, crawled under the bed, and
like a widower, and acts as if he was djrectly
ney was interruptedby a series of great
ly on the bridge of the child’s
thinking of killing himself. And it nose, cutting entirely through to the
cataractsnot far apart, and just north while groping about his head oame in
would not be a surprise to persons who face, allowing the end of the nose to
and south of the equator. i. To/ pan ctontactwith Something projectingfrom
Mill, Shop and Labor Notes.
know the facts if both Jerry and Albert drop down on the lower lip.
these he had to cut his way through the under part of the mattress.The
The lead interests of Galena, HI, have were found some morning with their
thirteen miles of dense forest, and to latter-named article was removed, and
The African Methodist Episcopal Con•kits and been seriously injured by the superthroate cut and razors in .their hands. . : i
drag his eighteen canoes and the Lady
ference of the State has made the folabundance of lead productionin the
Before the 4th of March, as they rode
Alice overland. This enormous labor
sprung up, struck reduction of Nevada and Colorado silver on the box of PresidentGrant's carriage, lowing appointments
entailed the most exhausting efforts, and
J. Meacham fEbem
the men had frequentlyto abandon the one of the gentlemen a stinging blow on ores.
with their long blue coats and
. Ymriianti J
ttundv • IT
revolver,
rushed
the forehead, drew a
The building has been completed and buttons as large as your hand,
_ » fiSamitii •’ Ann Arbor
dpwn the front stairway, out of the door,
the machinery,placed for a new cotton- stovepipeb»*
Jota Mc8mlUl
’ AD“
ruon;
ot. josepn,
«i. Alb0r'
a. jorac
and was lost in the dark. It wan very
mill at Savannan, Ga. It will have 7,300 looked the proudest men the sfm shone
itiac,
J.
J.
Greencastle,
evident that the intruder was a thief,
p.
spindles and 128 looms, and will be ex- on. But smee this dvti-servioe
After passing the cataracts there was
Clay; Marion, Richard Hutchinsc
who, knowing that the lady had valuable
empt from taxation, ,1 mi t |f
a long breathing pause and comparative
•ydon, Lewis Ratcim ; Saginaw, Jc
jewels in her possession,had secreted
security from the attack, while the party
Sons
ManflBchngfltt*
capitalists
are
himself with a view of robbing her when
low mockery and flUed with
*
recruitedstrength for the further jourshe liad retired foy the night. Now comes about to establish a jnwiufactaryof *otton
hosiery
at
Paducah,
Ky.
It
is
important part the whisky detective
•had stated that this will be the only estabThe
Times in. 184*.
'•ket, lishnwntof the kind south of Philadelblackness a coal
a circumstance. Though the hard timessinoe 1878 have
and physical
The StrmnKe Story of BUoleys Extraordinary Journey Through the Heart of the
African Contloent-Beiet at Erery Step
by Hordes of Sarage Cannlbals-A Campalgn of Thirty-two Battles.
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The great need in the South at pres- wouldn’t drivHhat team for
at is cotton-pickers. It is said that money; but necessity knows no

canifi

side

adfantoge
anv miles

between
of the cover,

Worm

7,000

.
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over one-fourth of the cotton

the middle of the great river, starvationthreat-
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crop conspiracy to lame those hones so tint
y will
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rather ignorant, and lazy genius, of cotton
whom the late 'William Hayden, of Port were soon ablo to pick 200 pounds a
pyrin, remarked ’that he' did not kno\* day. The price paid is 50 to 60 cents a
ried.
. » • ;
Ihat he was good for anything except to hundred with
Lyman Bradley, of Naugatuck, Conn. ,
Lualaba, f make a*7h©lye»—which he did well—
the
first American cutler, is dead. He day watch.
good fortune that’

board.
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rather
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Saturday, September 22, 1877

everywhere.With a
Turk is content to

let the

heavens roar. He cannot be shelled

out.

Neither side,

in

fact, pays any

attentionto ;arti!!eryfire, which

N0TS3 ON THE EASTESN WAS,

if

SWEET’S HOTEL ate*

the

T.

falls in

°I

GRAND RAPIDS, HIGH.
H. LYOXf - - - Proprietor,

and

effectivenessfar behind good field artillery

The war correspondentsare beginning throwing grape and canister. Apparently

Special

for the Fall and Winter trade, qo

,

<fc

Furnishing

Clothing

also to post proper picket lines.

but the fight is going on and the decisive

by the

moment

Plevna. In the first
Lovcba were the natur-

al outposts of the line of the

is at

• ]VefinV!tue the Public to come

put no trust in his good nature or stupidity.

Jautrs; they

when

Turkish soil are now

Nicopolis was taken. Gen. Krudener did including their Roumanian allies.
not carry out the orders, and Gen. Levitsky,- the real chief of staff,

whose business
out, did

is to see that orders are carried

it

not attend to

it At

length Krudener
forward to Plevna, when

pushed a force

second fault was exhibited.

the

marched

tallion

gun*; and sat

The

bat-

in carelessly, stacked their

down

to

village in force

and slaughteredthe Russians like pigs.

of Sundays ago, said to a

duly verified,
state, rep-

condition

grave. It’s been

’leven years
I

it.

”

unknown location

an American civiliangeneral.’1It was an

which surpassesbelief and

de-

explanation. M

The criticism of eye witnesses confirms

Turks have been at war
now two years, and have gained an experience of actual fightingwhich their enemies sadly need. This Levitsky,for instance, who occupiesin the Russian army
the fact that the

the position which Moltke occupies in the
a

is

young man, celebrated for—

bloodless victories in the

around

fit.

army

of an

are called

ropean system,

is

They

Ala | Porter House,

are also well ted. But t!he staff posts

Uons needlessly;a divisioncommander
cannot find enough of his division in one

of command.

Cor,

Monroe &

Having sncccededthe late firm

Lirnj, Salt

of

O. Van Fatten

MICHIGAN.
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BOOTS & SHOES
—

Dry Goods,

&

flats

Groceries,
Crockery,
Flour & Feed.
,

Judee of Probate.

wdjoarl Stall!,

Eighth Street, Crrror Holland.

-

Goods jtre^first-class

CALL AND SEE US.
-to:-

A prompt delivery free of charge, can

TEAMING DONE ON SHORT NOTICE.
Harrington, Jr.
John Vaupkll.
E. J.
2,

1870.

be relied upon.

One quart *nd two quart
ale cheap— BfAaon’a the

GIVE US A TRTAi.,

fruit cans for
heat patent.

_

„

_

Mpskkoow, Sept.

„^

c^Tand
see.
4 VAN PUTTEN.

W. &

H.

E.

Hollaxd, Mich., Sept.

G-

Holland, Aug.

a.cloktingh.

n
MOVED.

C?lltoiSdgSffi^.anj 0Ipen,,e to that way.

1876.

2.

42-ly

The undersignedwishes to Inform his old friends
and residents of Hollandand vtefnity that belne at
present located at Mnskegon, he has made arrange.
m.DU with Mr. 1). a jKSSl
HolLd
store,on River street, all job work for binding can
he left. I have purchaseda new and comnlete linn
of tools and stock and will fr rnlsh flra^ass work

-

Ladles’ and UenUeman’s wear.

The

GOOD TURNOUTS GUARANTEED.

0

Etc., Etc.

PRICES
ARE
LOW.
—
o

Dec.

at

HEROLD,

E.

<Japs,

BAitx wESTOFcrrr hotel.

„,

STOCK

last received

ELFERDINK’S

L

We

BEHOLD.

1877.

—

s

have moved our place of traalnessto the
.J

lJ

.YK

Ionia Streets.

GRAND RAPIDS,

«

iQ'-n

IfcTEW

TATE,

BOOKBINDING!

forces carelessly and breaks up orgauiza-

to give a sense

KnvmnhAt- a

in the modern Eu-

everywhere visible. The

spirits do not fall.

.

A Large and Fine

BimMIMPl’S

Holland,

excellent stuff, physically and mentally.

place

'

3Mw

ItfowtiiSMftttS.

private soldiers and the Hue officers are

Their health and

.

-"MX'

A true copy, (Attest,)SAMUEL L.

a

sham maneuvers

comm&ndlngbrains

f“rth«r ^ered, that said petitioner give

printed and circulated In aald County of Ottawa.
hearing8 *UCCM8lveweek8 previous to said day of

Petersburg. In incompetence

of the staff, is the

1*

£*& “

is a

,

the importance which we have given to

German,

He

pleasure to recommend a
good article, especially one that so admirably ^sustainsits reputation as does Dr.
Kints New Ditanery for Consumption,
Coughs and Colds, being perfectly reliable
in every respect A severe cough or a
neglected cold yields readily toils wonderful power. By it the worst cases of
Asthma and Bronchitisar^ cured in the
shortest time possible. Consumptionand
Cough worn patients will remember this
remedy is guaranteedto give immediate
relief. Dr. King's New Dwcavery is pleasant to the taste and |»erfectly harmless.
IMron value your existenceyou cannot
afford to be without it. Give It a trial
Trial bottles free. For sale by Wm. Van
Putten, Holland, City, Michigan.
always

It is

could not have been committed “even by

fies

Mirh.

»
°<n

AnPleasant Duty.

and in leaving their flank exposed to an

imbecility

Holland.

law of said deceased, and he dischargedfrom further trust as such administrator.Thereupon It Is
ordered,tbat Monday the eighth day of October

1

was occupied by the Turks,

T.EID

and more

has never missed a

to see

A. IT

M&AelpriS80'

tering: “I’se been over to see ole massa’s appointedfor hearing his final account, thaf^hU

three reverses of barrel and wine by the case.
Plevna. Mr. Forbes thinks the blunder wholesalegrocer.
of the Russiansin not seising Plevna, at

army of 90,000 men of

"W

'"O"1* V‘"

white man en-

first of the

it

'

aligned for
heira at law
“Jill
and
all other persons InJohn H. Gear, the gubernatorialcan- terested lu said estate, are required to appear
didate of the Iowa Republicans on a pro- ?h„apeBK
then to be holdenat
the Probate Office, in Grand Haven. In said
hibition platform, is said to derive part County, and show cause, If any there be, why the
u i0f# th.e Pt’HMonershould not be granted:
of his income from the sale of beer by tbe

ed all around. The Turks opened a hot fire,

once, before

......

..

X!: alJ>ne °lc,0<5k ln tbeafternoon, be
the hiring of said petition and that the

a few hours before and were strongly post-

This was the

Ottawa si1

Present:Samuil L. Tate, Judge
v,
..... rtl1TT
’
of Probate.

grave yard in Gaston, N. C., a couple

for refresh* Sunday yet goto’

call

Turks had occupied the

a

ol

old colored man, as he came out of

lince he died, and

mente, quite indifferent to the fact that
the

An

and examine our stock and

City of Grand Haven, in said County; on Toesday the eleventh day of September,in the year
one thourand eight hutdred and seventy-seven.

men,

at least 250,000

etc

MIOh

Probate Order.

They

are pressed on the other flank by STATE OF MICHIGAN, County
commanded the roads by which Turkish Mohemet AH too warmly to admit’of and
troops would be brought up, and the grand
more blonderiog. The Russian forces on
duke ordered tbat they be occupied

.

'

;

LYON.

t. H.

g’

GrbcS

"

hand. The Russians have
been taught to respect their enemy and to

disaster of

plate, Plevna and

Uberal

1

Hats &

.

RIVER street. -

plied with all the marketa.affoi
lion is given by all employees.
Hoping to receive a
mini the
we
ire! patronage from
traveling public, which will be' duly
duly apprecii
appreciated
*
by tbe proprietor.

IvT

Crockery, F]our & j,,
btoneware, Provisions

That was the omission to properly occupy

and

;

I

Notions and

the, pounfry, both

Both of these faults were sharply punished

*

DUURSEMA KOFFERS,
IDBAMSKS
(roods
Trimmings,
%>ds,
Caps

1,1

line

of

call at the store

Announcement.

more accurate measurement of the very little artillery is used in this struggle
The nnderMjrned desirea to announce to the
tPnrb nf ?»/P,ne,’aHLthHth8
'10w th« «olu proprieRussian army as an invading force, now
which would instantaneouslymow a field tor of thla well-known and popnlar hotel and
tbat it has experienced some reverses. of corn and men as Gen. Hooker saw it that he will hereafter give his petsonal attention
to the management of the hou#o and the wants
One of the omissions which Mr; Forbes, done at Antietam.
5wU,e!lMueon^tted and refurnished, and nbw Offers the best of accommodathe London JVsms correspondent,pointed
At Plevna and Rustchuk we shall proto the travelingpublic. It contain?!*)hand- I)ry
out while the Russians Were still going bably see that, after all the artillery-pound- some and commodious rooms, S«t 0f which can
with Urd.tttOO per day, and
triumphantly through the Balkans has ing, the only effective projectilewill be P_^r.d®r_tt the nsua! price^ HavlngcondoCtedtho
been responsible (or the severestreverses. live Russians, scrambling over tbe ground
to take

at a spry pace, dying many of them short
t? seise all the premium of the goal. The report of the capture of
eut foreposta which wonld guard the main Plevna, sent ehr\y this week, is premature,

_

„

__________

.

NO.

Michigan House,

RIVER STREET,

22

Holland. • - • Mlolii^m

8 1875.

It is
The only place ever established In that city where

Crimean war,1 but
the Russiah army came out of that conflict so huthillated by what was consideronly 81

yean

since the

you can flod

ieust

cklish:

T

x

ed a dishonorablepeace tbat the general
officers were almost driven into private
life by

staff offlcen

service to-day are

men

Ales and
,

of the Russian

On draught or

of youth and inex-

amount of “standing army”
pline can take the place of the

Porters,

MANLY

D. HOWARD.
Holland.Mich*

of

F0pi.lA.L5-vrl,C
r*!1 klrV?
ofLNew Tork- make.
ine at the Blacksmithshop of

A.

time of the hot

it

will take but

a

short

work now going in Bul-

(tiff

neatly done

Iron

CaJUud exam-

trained Soldiers.Tbe breech-loader

Beans, Fresh Oysters, Sar-

JUST INVENTED

down

trit

Superior to any in the City.

Forbes says that of the 24,000 Russians i
flung against Plevna, one-third were either

^XVs/lLAvx
O-

J-

wounded, a proportion of loss ^Houxmp, Mich., Sept. 81,
not approached to tbe French war, and
only to be compared with the American
killed or

rig

81-8m

;;*cLr comc'

_

te vaarwerk.
1877.
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CHICAGO BANKRUPT

connected story of that affair. He says

BOOT & SHOE HOUSE.

the Rossiao batteriesfirst opened fire from

otettssasr0

the great distance of 10.000 yards; 8,606

b.

“So* UNLT
yards, or more than four miles, their fire
began to take effect, but finally 'theei «A!!eS£^fL8#0d*
moved up

to within 8,000 yards,

when 40

guns were employed throwing TO-pound
shells. FUe was directed mainly on three
forts, bat to some extent on the town.

The Turkish forts were simplj

earth works!1

28

ta

OASAh
GRAND

It it

the beat core

la

As hundreds of (limllies learnedby experience.

with no casematef to protect the gunners.

Only

hundred persons,to!
eluding civilians,were killed during the
19 days bombardment, and the townsthree

or

four

people went about in the streets and shops

asnsnal. In fact, business was lively.
The town is still strewn with shells, which
frequently explode. Tbe baker for nmit
itary

tompmij wasao

unfortunateas to

fair trial with

DOH'T FAIL TO CALL

ZUWDgR, M.Btfw.

Q0LD.SRaH5.r.

Fine Building Site For Sale.

te be hurled from its precipitous

it

k

HSTj^Z

Hqllakd. July

14.

all

And

^

ship of

W. D.

HOWARD

FOE SALE.

“

fSl#

J.

M. D.

HOWARD.

GOODS,

Give ut a

call

Gaps

iu

before you order, and pat-

ronixe your

home

Holland, Mich., Aog.

• flne lot of

'*

iUEmmsjmiMs,
Give us

and small payments down.
Apply to,

Prices Low.

kinds of

offered very cheap it

—

Work Warranted and

Arrival

W. BOSMAN,

ft

kinds of

Jeep constantlyon band the beat kind of
stock, and also a pice varletr of designs. Lettering done in the English, Holland and German languages, as desired.

All

merobant tahor.

Hats

all

CEMETERY WORK
- IN STONE. --

CLOTHING

BOYS’

Fillmore.Inquire of

And

EN.

SUMMER
Is

*

of 0-

IOTA

Of

-----tfc. Turk, hire

;

the Public that
they have finished their new Meat-Market,and are
now ready to supply their castomerswith all kinds
of Mesta and Sausages. By promptness and fair

8l0,&-

asveral persons suspected of being

«tUtar. .hid,

“Trrr-. . j

A New

these plstilM buried In the

1

MONUMENTS

/'HI'

-

w",

locate his oven immediately over one of

ground. The
bread “rfc” moat unexpectedly and tan
men were disabled. The commander of
the citadel at oaetiae during the siege

childiwn will

AMD SEE US.

mmmammmi
H-lm
A.

,

Manutacturersof

PIRST WARD. TABLETS, HEADSTONES,

in the house.

“d WBI
taw, „ wdl

Leweke, Krumbein | Luce,

The undersljmedannounces to

convince you, ancr you
will always keep it

of

Money Made.

1877.

[Nexldoor to Barrington’s Cheap Gash Store.)

j

DIARRHCEA,
A

BBBV,

15,

iipnamcnri

1877,°

14,

—IN TUB—

(

RAPIDS, MICH.

Money Saved

Holland,Mich., July

" F,g'U"'
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BLOM & SPIJKER.

toS^'riKhu

RHUBARB,
MEATMABKET
for

Bankrupt Stock received at the

correspondent who has visited Kars
since tbe Beige Was raised tells the first

ItEBTAURANT.

DR.SCHOUTEFS

fighting atAntietam and tbe Wilderness.

A

And everything else helongtagto a well regulated

Holland. Sept.

Compoimd Syrup of

Immense Success
New

"*

Salmon,

dines,

WILLIAMS.

Apples Wanted.

can get
near enough to use t&e bayonet. Mr.
the best guards before they

BY

CHARLESMULDER.

LANDEOEND,

Holla hd, April 18‘

Connectedwith the place

mows

such as

PLANTER Lobsters, Canned Pork and

COHH

FOR SALE.

Eating Counter
8. QUINCY
Obamd Rapids, Mich.

at

new latent

tbe real fighting stuff.

The destructivenessof modern small
arms is another point which places raw
troops on the defensive on a par with

and

and keep constantly on hand all kinds of

ELPERDINK.

W. & H.

A.

-‘-AND-*-

garia to weed out the carpet knights from

Repat

"J"’"

Short Notice.

pline of the field. This is of a temporary

disadvantage,and

^^PcSi«

Cold Meals at all Hours,

isr

OYSTER/

disci-

Kterms.

“Gcm,

The above firm make a specialty of custom work.
Guarantee aatiafacdon. Thetr prices are low
enough to compete with any house in the city.

DIJKEMA BROS.

-ALSO

disci

Aim

i

In Glass.

— o-— *—

perience,and their performancesshow
that no

authorised to sell the Steam Tug
on favorable
Inquire of

Tint.

popolar indignmlon. lienee, the

general and

AM

TUG FOB SAli!

I. P.

flt,

induatry.

1877.

THIBOUT,

merchant tailor
Hal removed his bMlaeae to

CfRASD RAPIDS MICH.
70 Monroe

Street.

Great Variety.

-O
a call

I

.

and

Goods.
HOLUTO, Mb, M. im.'

see our

Repairing Neatly Done

M*

OlYE US A TRIAL
I. R THIBOUT.

As

lotting?!.

a

effort is being made to get

the tower of

bell iwJ^Mu. Jos. Ten

Church.

Hope

Eyck and
--

Piiof. Critpeli arrived

home

ou

home from

arrived

from the East.

last

Ex-Mayor Harrington and

Tuesdny

lady

1

sidy

have gone

-

west on a visit to relativesand friends.

have A

man’s

dearest object should

their Eastern t’Jp. '^pvife; but alas! sometimes it

is

be

his

his wile’s

wardrobe.

Master Abe Lcdeboer, long since miss-J
Hopr College opened on Wednesday
ing, returned home yesterday morn wig IfH OovjtRjsoRWade Hampton was reckened
last accordingto announcement..
the best billiard player at White Sulpher
, i ? i—
good health.
Springs, West Virginia* ‘ . v
It U worthy of remark that not a single

-

.

.

In

newspaper in Georgia opposes the new

Toomlw, Charles
highly commends the new Con-

left for the

of

East on Wed-

ZZlul,. endow-: -value
of which
College. ,"'"e
m20m
of wl"ch
and Delaware growers

ne^iui

na

$3,

meat .gent for Hope

All

equal to twenty-sevenIndians in a fight

is gradually losing ground.— Cinctnaatf
.Vv .....
a

1 1

-

short illness Mr. Berend ten

Monday

typhoid fever. His funeral on

are alive and seemingly healthy.

Blantyre, brother-in-lawof the

Mr.

During

ail the

Van Zoeren,

MONDAY MORNING, SEPTEMBER

and

teacher of the

10,811 girls

triplets,

were 10,810 boys

last year there

and

1

We

died last weeek of typhoid fever, and

It has

was

born In

been proved

in

Nevada and

other

capital devoted to agriculture pays better

^
Mich. ^

Department of Michigan University,and
will practice in Pinckney,

and

says the

b(U

,9

.j Uiixtl

man

, natural.born

silver

if put

mines.

not an Ameri-

is

List

Turk.

of

letters remaining in the Post

now

so high In price in Eu*

rope that doctors are using instead the

of strychnine,and find it
as efficacious and much cheaper.

nearly

A crab

apple tree, in the garden of

Capt. F. R. Brouwer, on Ninth
after

Another small fire was noticed in the
The largest peach of the seaaon was
the
House on Tuesday night
presented to us
w by
— j our
—
- postmaster,
J- — —
» Mr.r rear of
---- Kirby
- ---Wm. Verbeek, which was raised on a last, at Grand Haven, which was put out

v/isv.

full

blossom. Also one

in

Mr. Doining’s

garden.

—»

form on the lake
weighed

full six

w

’

The

shore,

"

peach

-

V V|M*» VUIVliti

SmO&aI

Auction which we offer at
merely mention the following *

at

Biff

EXTRA FINE CASHMERES,
In the Neuiest Fall Shades, at 70 Cents, Worth 90 Cents.

ounces.

Dn. Leon. Best, of Ovcrysel, was
town on Saturday last, with

before an alarm was made. 1 But

a fine

in

and

It

»-»

For Polonaise* 25 Cents*
All-Wool Dress Goods, In the Latest Novelties, at 50 Cents.
Fine Black Brilliantines 40 Cents. Great bargains in

seems

BLACK CASHMERES.

before they will succeed in burning

Fine

the principal part of our county seat.

all

Wool

65c; Extra Fine, 80c; 46 inch wide 90c.

at

team of

We

trotters. Dr. L. Best, has recently settled
in Overyscl,

V

•#

BEAUTIFUUMATELASSE DRESS 600DS,

evident that somebody needs "stringing

up”

street,

bearing fruit this summer, is now in

UVVW

'1VL4UV

VWIIV

The body

r

liquid solution

V

Bargains. We

Office at Holland, Mich., Sept. 20, 1877:

France,

I

Also large Lots of Goods bought

Into gold

of Captain Chas. McKillop, G. W. Campbell. R. Q. Foster, Mr. St
recently had flatteringreception at Babelsdrowned off the tug tony, at Muskegon, Clair, V. Carpenter 2, Atpos Burch,
berg from the Emperor William, who has
on the 11th was recovered on Wednesday, Reubin Tarken, M. Zuinen, R. McDonnell.
promised him hii lull length portrait.
Wm. Vrrbeek, P. M.
(19th) near where the accident occurred.
is

Ladies will find ail the latest

pairs of twins, 8 sets of

Charlie. Yoong, a .on of the l.le jRK T^j^Mlaliur furDi.he. .very and more regularlythan
prophet, has graduated from the Law -fufacU| rew1n fnr 08m,n Pa,ha., |ate

Quinine

GOODS

IDIRY

silver-producing
States of the Westjthat

buried on Saturday last.

late Minister to

24, 1877.

public school in the villageof Zeeland

was well attended.

Mr. Washburne,

New
•

claim with Confidence that a better selected Stock of

Minnesota. Never waa^exhlblted In this or any other city.
Novelties in our
of quadruplets.

There were 530

Albert

on

Haajust arrived from the Eastern market and so has his magnificentstock of
Goods which will be ready for inspection
;

own

_

co$t.

Bowen &

been shut down

all

Duke of Sutherland,hat dispatchedeight

season.

•

Brink, one of our old settlers, died of

last

Lord

the mills on White lake, Mich., are

running full time except A. B.
Co.’s which has

Saturday Night.

Aftir

the Mnrryland
,he M,,rr3'land
net $1,900,000.

420, 000

whom

surgeons to the Turkish army at his

TflEbelief that one United States soldier
is

Mrs. William Cochran, of Liberty, Ky.,
two weeks ago gave-birth to four boys,

stitutionof Georgia.

WURZBURG

W.

F.

a letter to Gen.

O’Conor

Constitution.

Prof. Kollen

GRAND OPENING
PALL and Wmm DRY-GOODS*

in partnershipwith his

are happy to inform our readers that

Mr. J. O. Doesburg’s

health so

far

re-

150 Pieces Colored Alpacas, In

all

yard.

the Fall Colors, at 15c per

Heary
Heavy Beaver

Several Cases of Extra
Biaritz Cloth,
enjoying an extensive practice. stored that for the last three weeks ho has
personally attendeddaily to his drug store,
20c, worth 80c. Two cases of Extra
cently at Charlestown, Mass, of hemor- The doctor intends to come in town every
and reports a remarkable improvement in
Saturday.
Shawls, $6 worth $8* Good Beaver Shawls $3 &
rhage, resulting from the extraction of a
his trade, for which he feel? very thanktooth. Nine of the young man’s relatives
"Bring on your witnesses,” said the ful to his patrons and asks as many others
have died from similar causes.
judge in a western murder trial. Clerk to come in and give him at least a share
(looking up and whispering to judge):^ U|etr pUtrnnage. See advertisement.
During our recent visit to Grand Rap- There is a little game of pedro going orajp
We open on Monday 500 Pieces of Fancy Saih Ribbons, 5, 6 and 7 inches wide in
great variety, all at 25c. per yard also Great Reduction In
ids, our attention was drawn to the
During a late thunder storm at Antrim,
in the other room. Judge: Sancho or
slaughter of boots aud shoes at the Chicaplain? Clerk: Sancho. Judge: This N. H., some persons who were driving
go Bankrupt Boot and Shoe Stoie, of court is adjourned for an hour.
put their horse and wagon in a shed,
which Mr. A. Zunder is manager. Give
whicli was soon after struck by lightning. We are telling Gres Grain Ribbons, pure Silk, warranted,at the following very low
Mb. C. Husptro, of Orange City, la., On visiting their property they found the
them a call. See advertisement
prices: Nos. 4, 8c., 5, !0c., 7, 12c., 9, 15c., 12, 20c., 16 and 24, 25c.
Immense Bargains
was on a visit here last week to take a harness stripped from the horse and torn
A firk broke out on Wednesday at the
view of our Colony and surrounding to shreds; the mountings scattered, yet
residence of Mr. Peter Prlns, in the rear
Styles Collars
country. He reports everything in a not melted; the thilla broken and the Ladies’ and Gent’s Handkerchiefs,
of the Thin! Reformed Church destroying
flourishing condition in Iowa, and cor- horse turned facing the wagon, but unand Cuffs, Boas, Ties, Buckings, Etc.
part of the roof and damaging the dwel*
roborates the general assertion, that with
injured.
,
' n
ling to the amount of thirty or forty dol5,000 pair of Children’s Fancy Hose, In great variety 10c. a pair. Big Job Lots of
ordinary luck a farmer cau do ns much
lars. The fire was put out before the enCaptain
Charles Brown, of Southport, Ladies’ and Gent’s Hosiery and Underwear,from auction. Our assortment boom-:
in five years in western Iowa as in twenpiete in every department and our Prices are guaranteed as low as any In the State.
gine could get there.
Me., was placidly fishing in ids dory the
ty-five years in the woods of Michigan.
other day when he felt a “bite” which
Our young men who attended the Y.
Edmund de Rothschild is about to mar- jerked him over the edge. His comM. C. A. Convention are well satisfied
ry Mile. Adelaide de Rothschild, the panion, however, caught him by the heel
^vith the kind reception and liberal hosdaughter of Baron Wiil de Rothschild of as he was abont to go under waler,
&
8 1.
pitality they hare received in the beautiFrankfort. Edmund de Rothschild’s and pulled him in, still clinging tc his
ful villageof Kalamazoo. As evidence of
father, Baron James de Rothschild, mar Hue. The two, after a long struggle, sucsatisfactory entertainment sonic of them
ried his own niece, Bette, the daughter ceeded in hauling the fish aboard, which
remained there orer Sunday.
married Baron Willy de Rothschild, and proved to be a halibut weighing one hun— —
—
now
her son is going to marry Baron dred and thirty pounda.
DEALER IN
Mr. R. Kantera writes us from White
A young man,

17 years age, died re-

brothers

is

$4

SPECIAL BARGAINS
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RIBBONS

IN

in

;

New

r.

'

W. WURZBURG,

F.

Comer Canal

Lake

that the old schooner. Madison

beached

on Tuesday

was

night last on the

Willy’s daughter. They seem to be getting

considerablymixed.

south side of White Lake harbor, within

transaction

a few rods of their

east of P.

schooner will undoubtedly go to pieces.

She

is

44 years of age— one ot the oldest

schooners on the lakes, and belongs in
Chicago.

A son of

Mr. Geo. S. Harrington

dis-

played the skill of being a good shot.
Almost two years ago he killed a deer

at

was hatiess,costless and shoeless, and the

can mention a

of twenty feet, immediately
& A. Steketee’a
Steketee’s store. P.
P. Boot
Boot!

E. Metz, 20

feet,

$80

per

foot

The

iifT

Boots and Shoes
^biiKhprc ClinnPIS Ptfi

woman was almost in the same condition. tention is to build on this lot a store for nUUDBrS, Olipperb, tUL.
They had no license from the county, Millinery business. The brick has already
clerk, and no money to pay for one, but been purchased and the building will lie
OI the neateftftrMI and be*t qnalltlci which I
desired the magistrate to issue the license commenced in a few days. The building
offer chunper than anybody elae.
and perform the ceremony needed, and will have a stone basement throughout,
tendered in payment therefor "a half two-stories in height, 20x40 feet.
bushel of walnuts to be gathered next

his first shot, and last week he killed an-

other at his second attempt, in proof o£

to

we

fall.”

Every

dilligent reader will

served that there

A man by the name of

which Mr. Harrington presented us with a'

Cliaa. Grinnell,

Is

quite an

have

effort

ob-

in Eu-

rope as well as, America to train carrier

Makes Custom Work

choice piece of venison. We think very while- attemptingto enter the harbor of pigeons to carry messages, and recently It
few young men can show such a record of Kalamazoo river, on Wednesday last, was tried between Holland and Grand
shooting at that age, and if he keeps on with a boat, capsized It near the lighthouse, Rapids. Mr. B. Smita brought two car-

the sea was washing over the pier, noUIfast let them go

at precisely 12:56 P.

D R

new venom. There were style and saved the man’s life.
several woman present, and the slander- baa good reason to be proud
1

Throw-

er’s eyes glistened in anticipation.

ing herself in a chair she sighed hnd Said:
‘‘One half the world don’t know

how the

other have lives.” “That ain’t your fault,”

company. The
yellow.— [DanAmy New.

quietlyobserved oneof the
slanderer turned

•

--

¥

low interestand good times

for

it

fairly

money, storerooms

(he steady improveeverybody ment of his business. By all means, go

have no money

to

lington Hawkeye.
fl.' — —

to be very poor,

The
seat

-

•

: '/i

)

attests

if

yon go

to

Grand Rapids.

and

pay their hands.— Bur-

--

rom and

after this

date,

latest dispatches

from the European

of war do npt seem, as gloomy as the

British dispatch manufacturerswould have

?: /

in ours.

The* following are the arrivals an

cheap.

for fate

I

CALL & SEE.
Holland, Mich., Sept 25. 1876.
H. WlJKHUIJSEN
J. Albers.

TOTHE PUBHC.
I,

A

but contractors,manufacturers, railroads and see him

and bankers, who are

Mr. J. Albera will attend to hla Clock and Jew
dry bailneiD, and Mr. Wljkhnljaontothe Watches.

-t

the undersigned,

New

am

dally receiving

Spring Goods.

quantities.

Rockingham and Yellow
Ware

in

large supplies.
g. J.

er, Cheap flour for the mechanic, high ly the largest and most assorted in that take the beam out of your own eye, tofore
prices for cattle for the stock raiser, cheap city, and his constant enlargment of his you trouble yourself about a small silver
of

No. 52, Eighth Street.

Saugatuck

assumes the appearance of a pub- what his motive was for writing it. In reof the greenbackparty of Iowa, it prom- lic market— constant throngs of people gard to ns flying in a passion, etc., we will
ises an era of high wages, lots of employ- passing in and coming out with packages only reply by referring you to the text,
ment, high prices for wheat for the farm- under their arms. His stock is undoubted- where you are admonishedto endeavor to

workingman; lots

VAN RAALTE.

intend to devote to this line of
The Grand Rapids Democrat of the 21st
of such a Inst., handsomely retracts the erroneous trade the necessary attention,
heroine,
statementthat Hope College was suspend- and will keep on hand a comOur readers will do well to read over ed, by blaming the compositorsand proof plete stock of White Granite
the advertisementof Mr. Wurzburg, of readers. That U altogether too transparent,
and C. C. Ware.
Grand Rapids. His house is evidently my friends t We dare you to give us the
liberal deduction to
taking the lead in the dry goods business. name of the writer of the article— if you
Business is so rushing at his place that do, we will be able to tell yon in our next those who buy sets or in large

If we correctly understandthe platform

beef for the

K.

A Breyman, baa now aUrted for himaelf In the
f tore of Mr. J. ALBEBB, at

CROCKERY!

M.,

One of those excrescenceson life— a withstanding this danger, Mrs. Under ‘and at 1:15 P. M., they arrived home in
female slanderer—went into a neighbor’s wood, the wife of the lighthouse-keeper, safety, making the trip in nineteen
house the other morplng with her tongue went to his rescue with a rope in a gallant
- s

minutes.

;

Specialty.

improving he may some day participate at spilllug himself out and about 900 pounds rier pigeons with him from oneof his
of sturgeon. It was blowing hard andj friends in Grand Rapids, and on Tuesday
Creedmoor.

loaded with

McA.

lisifilffsfir

As a fair indication of the price of real
estate on Eighth street,

A pair applied recently to a magistrate
temporary abode. The in Kentucky to bo married. The man

Grand Rapid.,

u.inrun H. Wpmijson,

»,

—

<

Bronnon

' Stock

is Complete,

allklndaof

Conafatlngof

vaarwerk.

Holland, Mich., Sept. 10

My

’

NEW FURNITURE.

1875.

A

large stock of well selectedWall Paper
window shades, which I sell at

and

FRUIT FAUN FOR SALE. WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

T HAVE

a dwlrablo farm eonUliiln*41 oma,
eltnated on Black Lake, 8* milea weat of the
I alwnya keep on hand a fell stock of
City of Holland. Michigan.It la called the
ARRIVALS.
‘Woodruff
all the COBTeicoi
wwinuuu Farm,’' and __contain#
____ ____
lenoea ol a modern fWm-a good hoaae, water In
Sept. 14.— 8chr. Maid of the Mist, from She T .
abundance ate. There areoome 800 grape vine#
Prom the cheapest to the Snest WALNUT CAS17.— 9chr. Kvefin!'from Milwaukee. HirhL 1 tbaTbei£~weU7 also 100 apple trees, “pear tree*,
in- the
and cheaper than In . any
17.Wollln, from Chicago. 800 bu corn. ld|>erry tree#, crab apple sad iwnBceudeat. It to other
IS.—
Joaea, from Chicago, light .
la aplendldaiteandlucreMlDginT^ue. IwUleell
— *—0-*-*—
18.—
Emma, from Charlvolx, 14 corda ftfcg aboTe for a
AAHd(t
IS
LYNCH.
call
biirk.
Racine, Wts.
19.—
Garibaldi, from Badne. light.

1

clearances up to Friday morning.

Mmmm*

“
“
“

""

.

C O F EI35T S,

pUce.
.

KETS

“
“
“

.

Wet,

;

An entertainmentwill be given at Ken- us believe. Many false assertions in rereoaonable
Y^
Give me a
and see for
yon’s Hall on Tuesday evening next, by a gard to Russian hisses of forts, battles and
“
^number of young ladies apd gentleman redoubts have been effectually contrayourself, before you go elseCLEARANCES.
of this city. The programme will include dicted by offlQialintelligence.The RusSept. 17.— Schr. Evelln. to Milwaukee, 80 corda
*
wood.
recitation*, tableaux, a character ecene sians still hold the whole of Bchipka Pass;
1 “ 17.— “ Wolllo, to Bacine, 50 m Hickory
from the “Old Curiosity Shop” and vocal j>nd are investing Plevna closer and closer; I ,
lumber.
_
Live. Gee so
JAMES RYDER, Proprietor.
“ 18.- “ Matdof the Mist, to Two Rivera,
and instrumental music. The proceeds but at present the main interest on the
500 baaketa Peachea 00 baaketa
a Specialty.
G
;
of the evening will be for the benefit of field is centered in the armies of the
lAn*.
I ThU hotel haa changed handa, and will hence“
18.—
"
Joaea. to Chicago. 81M eda Hi
the Reform club. This is to be the first Mebemet AH and the Czarowitch, and
• Maple, and 7« cd« Beach.
forth be nm by Ha old proprietor.The traveling

'HCENIX

,

HOTEL where.

—

Feathers

rapes.

of entertainmentsto be given the great buttlesare still to be fought; in
during the winter. The public are cor- the mean time the Russians are hurrying
dially invited to attend. Admission fif- forward heavy reinforcementswith all
of

a series

teen

cents.

r

j

possible haste.

18.-

*

^ _

EWp®Mh'

40 hu onlona.
Garibaldi,to Bacine,» bu aj
plea, S5 bu peachea, 87 bkt

grapes, 40 bu pcara.

JAMES RYDER.
Holland, August

1,

1877.

Holland, March

80.

1877.

:

t

>

W*HN HAIbKNS SHOULD

LOVE.

standiDg by her aide and dinging

to her,

thought. 44 If Richard Willoughby mamma missed her and sent word immewas like Mr. Thurston, I think perhaps diately to return, she found time to read:
melaine. The place they oconpied was
— perhaps I could love him, and please
Spring-time passes fleetly,maidens,
My Deabist Kind Fbiendb—Your good and
poverty-stricken
in the extreme.
Spnng-Ume
passes
fleetly.
mamma; and, oh ! I should like so much must welcome letter was received to-day and
pH
to please mamma J”
in answer to yonr inquiries for all the particuw
Mr. Thurston objected to this as preEarly February brought storms of lars of onr life here and.onr new home, I find
Be wary lest the time should ooms
mature, but promised a speedy investi- wind and sleet and bitter cold. Winter great pleasure in trying to sketch for you the
Whena age and trust shall cheat
chest yon coldly.
scenery, and giving you an idea of our plans.
dear mamma; she is ill.”
gation of the new source of information onoe more reigned. And on one wintry
Wear to let — '*
*
WUefeo
r 'J'he woman, whoso, moans had sud- opened by a letter sent in answer to evening Frank Thnrston was summoned The pencil drawing I inclose will show you
the house and garden, and the lovely river
Vsr with
denly <*aM did notitir, and If r, Rom- foreign advertisemente made by Mr.
Time h)
___ I
to visit Mr. RommelMfle, who, although that runs close by the garden wall The large
melaine,ipproAhidg’her,txjk the lit- Rommelaine,who had been indefatiga- convalescent, was still confined to his buildings in the distance are the factories and
Spring-time passes fleetly,maidens,
. Spring-tips passes fleetly. .>
never have 1 seen my husband so happy as he
tie girl’s trusting hand. , ,
ble in seeking the assurance of an inno- house.
is bow. It seems that the factories are almost
“I have oome to help her,” he said. cence in which, with stubborn unreasonLtohlly flit the years away,
The lawyer was received in the library, completelyunder his control He comes home h
While, on eager pinions pressing,
** I have come to make her well Rouse
ableness, and in contradictionto much where Mr. and Mrs. Rommelaine were at evening,being absent all day, bnt not at all
youwelL Mr*. Rommelame.” rrvjn v circumstantial evidence, he kept faith.
emojina a tete-a-tete in the warm fire- weary. Onr evenings are so happy— I know
He did not for one moment hesitate to
“Are you walking this morning, Miss light; while Miss Rommelaine,at a low- you will be pleased to hear, dear Miss BommeOf truth like this give ever warning,
the identity of the object of his Rommelaine?” asked Mr. Thurston, as lamped table near by, bent over her em- laine, for yon take interest in ns, I know— and
Am evening’s chilling Might obwures
little Lucy sits up till 9. I teach her in the
B°l. when the yonng women his visitor was about to depart.
broidery, for which a foppish-looking mornings, and am busy abont the house all
^ugtimi 13— flacUy, maidaps,
difficulty^urow and staggered to a
“ Yes, I am prepared for a walk; but young man at her side appeared to be day. It Is a delightfulhome. The neighbors
^Ms^^ring-thnelassea
chair, and ffftzed helplessly i®h haggard I hardly realizedwhen I started how
are pleasant, and ve all like the place, and
assorting the colors.
lost, when your fancies
eyes upon hep^gnest, he had bnt oito wet the streets would be down town.”
Miss Rommelaine had not forgotten think this Western valley the garden of the
Of dawning ’chimes they hear th« greeting,~ thought, and that thought audibly
Mr. Thurston, with a strange flatter Mr. Thnrston, but their words of recog- world. It seems that onr great and terrible
misery has gone forever,and I wish that all
And
warn of night, and time’s retreating.
Andwai^f^ht^ftta^’ar^ating.
f0***
?l WOn* of anxiety lest he should be refused, nition were brief, for Mr. Rommelaine women oonld ne as happy as I am now.
Then, bereft of beauty's glow,
der and pain as in his solitude that mom- begged to be allowed to accompany Miss
appropriatedhim immediately. Mrs.
And the letter continued with a strain
Lost your gentleness ami graces,
ing—“My own name.”
Rommelaine on her way, so far, at least, Rommelaine became an indifferent audiof gratitudethat never in the hearts of
The woman looked at him with a as the crossing of thoroughfares made tor of the talk, and her daughter with/
the Rommelaines in the for West could
, ! Spring-time phases fleetly,kaidens,
wfekry apathy; f her j lips mecnanioally that way difficult.She accepted readily.
drew herself from it to entertainthe cease to flow to their benefactors at
Spring-time passes fleetly.
framed a question, “What do you know
And so it happened that Frank Thurs- yonng man, for whom Frank Thnrston home.
of it?” sheaaked.
, Am«fe4 dams I’ve known, whose face
ton, on that spring-like day of January, conceived at first sight a dislike.
Onoe was sweetly soft and blooming,
“This letter comes on the right day,”
“I know everythingof it,” Mr. Rom- suddenly thrown into a protective relaThough now twere bard anch charms to trace
As the legal conversationproceeded, said Frances Rommelaine, “Everymelaine answered. “ I know flat he is tion toward a very lovely girl, found
Mr. Rommelaine became more and more thing is bright and happy to-day. The
charged with the gravest' c$m{ that man himself presently in something of the
excited. His voice grew loud. Here- first thing this morning dear father
cfln commit agflinstman; I know that he condition of Marins when “ the water
Show like bishop’s surplice how,
capitulatedwith earnest delight the dehas been torn away from yon and cast went through his boots, and the stars tails of the favorable turn apparent in called me to him and whispered, ‘I have
Puckeredinto fo\da and wrinklea.
said yes,’ and the next thing was Frank
Spring-time pamea fleetly, maidens,
into prison. But I know tiiat he is in- went through his soul”
the progress of “the case.” The atten- Thurston’s happy, happy face. I love
Spring-time passes fleetly.
nocent.”. He paused a moment: the
Conversation was simple enough. It tion of all in the room was soon drawn
him so much I And now these poor
name in full crossed his. mind— Robert related exclusively to the case in which to his remarks.
dear people are happy; and mamma is—
Edward Rommelaine.“Yes,” he con- Mr. Thurston's senior partner had been
And aaw It sink, some days ago, ,
Mrs. Kommelaine interposed. “Dear at least mamma tooAs happy; I know she
Within a posset she was draining,C .
tinued, very earnestly, “he is innocent. engaged as counsel, and in preparing
Robert, do not be too hopeful You can. hardly forgive me about Richard
Then, wailing, thus she orled-Oh,tooth !
It is impossible that it should be other- whose evidence he had himself taken
That long my aoul baa loted to cherish,
were disappointed before; you may be Willoughby, but I really was conscien• A. pearl I knew thee In thy youth,
wise. His innocence must be proved” most active part.
again. Mr. Thnrston, 1 do not sympa- tious about him, for he is very rich. I
A worthless wall I aee thee perish.
Half an hour later a carriage ordered
‘‘The wife is so yonng and so amia- thize with my husband’s intense approSpring-time paaeea fleetly,maidens,
know, and I tried to love him, and I
to the door received three occunante. ble,” said Miss Rommelaine. “She
Spring-time passes fleetly.
priation of this case. I don’t think there tried not to love Frank Thnrston; bnt I
This lesson,hanoe, fond maids, unfold.
was a governess brought from England is so much in a name that a man should
suppose such things cannot be helped,
by a family in B
And there she sacrificehimself indiscriminately to keep
and it really was fate that he should be
fell in love with her husband. They it in repute. What if John Smith should
And ant the pearl’s gray luster leave you,
just where we were all summer — oh,
owner of a valued name, who all that are both orphiyiB, and they were both
*Ttl yours to seek while you are nought,
interest himself vitally in the doings what a sweet summer, only too short
And love while you are npe for wooing,
day, as all the night before, paced his nar- poor, I think, from the first, but not*
and sufferings of every other John And to-day is so bright and beautiful;I
Lost luck’s bald hind-bead set at naught
row cell in the misery of imprisonment, so poor as after his long illness they
The clutch of fools too late pursuing.
Smith ? To be sure, Rommelaines are wonder what happy tiring will come
Spring-time pmees fleetly,maidens,
goaded by every passionate grief that became. I suppose that poverty was
not so common as Smiths, but the prin- next!”
Spring-time passes fleetly.
can overtake a man when pursuit is in- against him in the case as proving mociple is the same. ' Well, Frank, you
Almost as she snoke it came.
evitable and flight impossible.
tive for the deed; was it not Mr. might as well speak; I know you want
It
was
one
of
those
days
that
someThurston?”
HT OWN NAME.
times occur in late January, when, with
“It had its weight, no doubt,” tiie
Frank Thurston started, but one
----------drawingMr. Robert Edward Rommdaine snow still lying on the ground, the air lawyer answered.
glance at Mrs. Rommelaine was sufficient room, for New Year’s calls were at their
seems full of epring. The busy streets
And here they reached a crossing,
paafced fapek his morocoo-Uned arm-ohair
of the great city, in the sudden thaw that where, in the throng and upon unsafe to assure him that this closing address height. But in the library there were
oomfortable breakfast-table and
followed unprecedented“good sleigh- pavement, certain little attentions be- of her speech was not made to him, but only two people.
opened the blottingnewspaper.
to Miss Rommelaine
•mmelaine— Frances,
Frances.
Frank,
Frank.”
And then he took it out of its little
Ho road the editorials, studied care- ing,” were almost impassable. Foot came imperative ; at one juncture Mr. as they called her en famille.
case and put it upon her finger; bnt first
passengers were ankle-deep in the Thurston even seized the hand of his
folly a column of commercial quotations,
“My own name,” he thought; and he kissed her hand; he kissed that par•(lined the “ Cleared ” and “ Arrived ” flood, and their clothes were bespattered beautiful companion, and did so quite he felt a thrill of delight, as from one of
ticular finger too, first.
by the horses that slipped and stumbled consciously.It was, indeed, a little
the Marine Inlielligenoe.and, turning
Her engagement ring. The diamond
through
the
mire.
Overhead
the gloved “ angel ” of a hand, not oft en- those fond little proclivities for coincihack the sheet, proceeded leisurelyto
dence that one indulges in when the ob- was not big ; perhaps Frank Thurston
weather was glorious; underfoot nothing tertained by men-folks “ unaware.”
invMtigate the miscellaneousitems.
ject of the coincidencehappens to be in- thought that his love engagementshould
On they went, still talking over the
Suddenly his eye became fixed with an oonld be more ingloriousthan the effect
correspondwith business engagements
of
the unseasonable warmth. The con- case. “’Tis really wonderful,”Miss teresting or dear.
expression of astonishment; the color
in the size of proclaiming sign. The
trasts that the day assumed were mental
Miss
Rommelaine,
being
allowed,
Rommelaine said, “ how the poor man’s
flashed to his cheeks. He read quickly,
as well as physical It was the sort of own theory is sustained by the letter spoke, but her cheeks flushed and her diamond was not big, but it was a very
with an absorbed air, the paragraph
pure, a very bright, little stone. It was
whose first sentence had aroused him, day that makes labor irksome, that that father received this morning. That voice slightly trembled. Mr. Thurston
tempts
vagrancy, and repudiates rou- corroboration,I imagine, causes you to looked at her with that gaze which draws big enough to hold all the colors of the
The expressionof astonishment gave tine.
into itself the strength of the conscious rainbow in its small adamantine heart,
hope.”
place to one of keen pain. He re-read
Frank
Thurston,
a
studious
yonng
“1 have felt from the first,” Mr. nerves. She dared not return his gaze, and to reflect every movement of the
the paragraph slowly, and, sighing deep
New Year, that should have clear, sweet
lawyer,
became
unaccountably
restless
Thurston answered, “that the death for to do that would be to lose comly, folded the paper across ms knees. •
light.
about
noon
that day. He left his com- was by suicide, not by murder. But the posure.
“ My own name 1” he said.
“I cannot help feeling as father Before he put it upon her finger he
The ejaculation was made aloud, but panions bending over their desks, and, prisoner’s earnest assertion on this point
opening the window of an outer office, could not be brought before the jury in does,” timidly yet earnestly said Miss looked within its circle; they both looked
no ear recorded it* Simon, the antiquatone of two or three used especially for offset of the proved facta. The watch Rommelaine. “It seems to me right within, with their young faces very close
ed butler, had brushed away the crumbs,
together, and their hands clasped, and
and had placed upon a dainty porcelain cdhsultatiom he drew a chair to the and money were found beside the pistol that he should have taken just this inread together the word engraved beneath A
window
and
gazed
out.
The
opening
terest
in
these
people,
although
they
several
paces
beyond
the
place
where
the
fray before Mr. Rtimmelainethe bright
was
only upon a court, but a break in dead man lay, and certainly had the ap- are in no way related to us. They cer- the atone : “Frank.” She understood
red wpple that invariably concluded his
height between opposite buildings gave pearance of being laid together for the tainly have father’s name, and dear Rob- the choice.
“ My own name,” she said.
a generous space of sky. Across this purpose of removal. The direction of bie’s name ; there is something sacred
“My
own name,” he repeated; and
sky, tenderly Dine os April’s own, floatthe shot- wounds was possible by suicide, about that I am so glad that father has
then, although it was extremely dangered
a few light clouds. Frdnk Thurston’s but not probable.”
worked very hard and spent a great
sociable long oval had been drawn to
ous, for both the library doors were
“ ’Twas strange, too, that the accused deal; and jou, too, Mr. Thurston, to
round and laid for solitude. This con- eye followed them; they were in accord
with the gentle balm of the spring air man should have chosen that lonely save this man. ,1 believe he will be open, and people were going from the
traction marked the absence of Mrs.
drawing-room and hall wherever they
Rotnmelaine, Mrs. Rommelaine’s moth- that midwinter surreptitiously breathed. by-way for returning home so late at saved; then he will indeed bless the
He
fell into one of those moods that night”
name. And then, and then”— brighter liked, and might have seen, and it would
er, Mr. Rommelaine’s mother, the five
have been wiser to wait— although it
the
most
active
and
content-to-work
Mutes Rommelaine,and Robert Edward
“Yet it was the most direct course, glowed her cheek ; her voice still slight- was extremely dangerous, he took her
souls
must
sometimes
fall
into—
the
Bommelaine, Junior, the pride of the
almost parallel with the railway. Poor ly trembled— “ I think more than ever into his arms and gave her his engagemood of dreamy discontent. Twentyhouseholdheart.
fellow, he says he hesitated some mo- now, since I see the just and kind efment kiss.— ATatyer'# Weekly.
six years of life already passed, and
“ My own name !” Mr. Rommelaine
ments whether to take the car or walk. fect, that people should consider that
what
come
of
it
Fortune
?
repeated, reading for the third time the
Even in the assurance that he had found they are related to each other. For my
moderate
paragraph that had caused him to feel No. Happiness? No.
at last a saying employment,and had 4 a part, I wish I could be to every one just
A Needle Causes a Girl’s Death.
success? Yes. Much to be thankful
astonishment and pain.
chance of life again,’ his habit of poverty as I would be if they were my own, of
for
in
health, friends, ind a congenial
About a month ago a 12-year-old
When, after dne interval, Simon remade him cling to the few cents that my blood and of my name. I believe
that would be really the ‘fulfillingof daughter of Rev. J. A. J. Williams, of
tained to the dining-room, he found the field of work ? Yes. But, after all, on walking could save.”
Roaring Spring, complained of a diffived apple untouched. He lifted it scru- such a day as this there comes an
The words “a chance of life again” the law,’ as dear father fulfills it”
ennui, a sense of incompleteness, a
tinizingly, rubbed it on his coat-sleeve
brought vividly to Miss Rommelaine’s And here Miss Rommelaine very culty in swallowing and breathing. She
vague longing for experience,for posto be sure if it could have been Susceptimind the vital interest. “ Can you save gracefully, but altogethergirlishly, also alleged that she had swallowed a
session, for life, so exquisiteand so inble of one glimmer more of polish, and
him ?” she asked, and added, with girl- arose from her place and came close be- needle or a pin. Dr. Stayer was sent
then put it ruefully into his own pocket tense tiiat the achievements of youth ish warmth, “oh, if you can save him, I hind her father’s chair, and, putting her for, and examined her throat and gave
“What ’as ’appened to maister ?*’ was seem paltry in comparison, and its finest think you will win the best love of three arms around his neck, gave him a littie her some medicine. She soon recovered
pleasures awaken disgust. A morbid
the menial reflection of this philosophi
people to the very end of your life— my kiss on the side of hie cheek ; and then and appeared to be restored to her usual
mood ; Frank Thurston knew it, but he
oal personage.
father’s beyond all ; he has taken this came her silvery little laugh, and they health. Two weeks ago the little girl
all laughed at her enthusiasm ; and she again complained of the difficultyin her
In the meantime Mr. Rommelaine, yielded to the spell, nevertheless.
whole affair into his heart of hearts.”
A faint knock on the door aroused him.
throat. Sne became quite sick, nor did
witiuwt any of the leisurely prelimina“ The water went through his boots, went back to her embroidery and to the
“ Oome in,” he shouted, in no .particuries that usually marked his departure,
and the stars went through his soul” gentle fop whom Mr. Thurston detest- any remedy alleviate her sufferings. One
arly well-attunedvoice, ^ •• j
had left his house, and was hastening
Frank Thurston, returning to his office ed ; and very soon thereafterMr. Thur- week ago Dr. 0. Irwin, of this Imrough,
was called to consult with Dr. Stayer in
“downtown” by an nnfamiliar route, A lady entered— a yonng lady richly after taking leave of Miss Rommelaine, ston took his leave.
costumed; velvet, dark fur, silk, diatoward a quarter of the city quite reaccepted the whole day as the most
But one month irom that day he came referenceto the condition of the patient.
moved from business streets, and filled monds perhaps; such was the soft, dark beautiful of days. The very contrast of again; he came to congratulateMr. Rom- They found her suffering with a diffiwith dingy habitations. He studied the tinted, yet brilliant effect. A beautiful oveihead and underfoot
i had
had become melaine upon the successful issue of the culty in breathing; her pulse was hurgirl with a face like April ; that is, if
ismall signs visible at the street comers,
idealized. If he looked up into the second trial The message conveyed to ried; one of the fingers of the left hand
April has laughing blue eyes, and “baby
was gangrened; the right long was ap•and presently, alightingfrom the avenue
spring-like sky, he thought of her sweet him by Frances Rommelaine was the
roues on the cheeks, a pearly brow and a
parently solidified; there was no circucar. turned into the dingiest of these disface; if he looked down into the miry proof, now collaterally sustained,that
tangle of gold-brownhair;* and a way
path, he thought of her bewitching the death of an eccentricmisanthrope lation in her left arm. The physicians
with her at once delicateand insinuatinformed the parents that there was no
little feet. 41 Overhead”had actually not had been by suicide, and not by the hand
ing, spirited yet uhy, altogether fresh
of the fellow-manwho was found near hope for the child. She died on Friday.
done as much for him as “underfoot.”
vet familiar as on
an old,
old. old
and new and yet
-donueilestandingin a courtyard,penned
When he reached the office, every trace him in his extremityunder circumstances In accordancewith the wishes of the
between two towering tenement- song.
of ennui and of disgust at the want of of convictingsuspicion,and who was ar- father, a post-mortem examination was
Frank Thurston did not wait to make harmony between the workva-day and raigned for “highway robbery and mur- held on Saturday by Drs. Irwin and
liowsesofthe modem type. There he
his comparative analysis.He applied ideal worlds had vanished.
der.” A letter written by the suicide, Stayer. In the cavity of the chest was
limself instantly to courtesy and re44 And here it is.” His face actually
Miss Rommelaine visited the prison- and mailed upon the day that the fatal found a pint or more of blood. This
Rushed with chagrin as this conclusion spectful attention, and the young lady ers wife, still occnpying, bv her own act took place, described,as part of his blood had forced the left lung upward,
was made; flushed again when, having told her errand.
wish, the same room where Mr. Romme- plan, the very details which had told stopping the circulationin the left arm.
passed through the rickety gate, up ’the
“Is this Mr. Thnrston? My father, laine had found her; but everything in heavily against the accused. This letter It had forced the heart out of its posidingy little court, he asked of a ragged Mr. Rommelaine, is at home to-day; he it was changed. An anteroom adjoining was directed to an obscure merchant in tion, over toward the right side, and had
loiterer in the open doorway, “Is Mrs. has taken a severe cold, and the doctor had been added, so the main room could an obscure town in Germany, Only the also crowded the right lung out of posiRobert Edward Rommelaine within ?”
says he must not go out of the house for be a oomfortable parlor; it contained most indefatigable and unstinting assidu- tion. The left lung was solidified and
gangrened. In this long was found a
41 Second floor front,” answered the
a week. He has sent me in his place to now pretty sofas and chairs, a sweet- ity on the part of Mr. Rommelaine had
lounger, removing the pipe from hjs give you a little note; lie would not toned cottage piano, pictures on the reachedjhatobscurity and brought the Tong, fine cambrio needle, the evident
cause of her death. The ohild was right.
mouth, and nonchalantly puffing a whiff trust it to messenger or telegraph.It is walls, and delicious groups of flowering
She had swallowed a needle, and it hod
of rank tobacco into the inquirer's face. very important. You are to read it, plants. The poor wife, no tonger hagWinter came again, after a brief sum“Walk right ud. There’s been plenty please, and send a verbal answer.”
gard and utterly hopeless, had been sur- mer— are not summers always brief?— resulted in her death.— AfoWfdawrftum
flooogh to flee ner since the night of
She gave him a letter inclosing anoth- rounded with every comfort by her pow- and after an autumn eventful to more {Penn.) Standard.
er letter. He read them carefully. She erful friend, and she leaned devoutly than one expectant heart. The new
Mr. Rommelaine had walked right up. watched him while he read.
upon his assurance that all would yet be year had begun, and the gay city was
A shocking case of fratricide and suiFrom the head of the stairs a narrow pas“ Do you know the particulars of this well She oocnpied herself with the astir with New Year’s calls. Never was
cide occurred in Baltimore a few days
aage led to the door of second floor front case. Miss Rommelaine?” he asked.
care and teaching of her child.
there a clearer, whiter New Year’s day ago. Henry Barloge shot and killed his
Cloeed as this door wfls, it could not
The child, a loving little creature, upon which to make good resolutions; brother John, and, placing the muzzle
u Yes; I am the only one at home that
eonoekl the presence of misery within.' enters completely into my father's feel- flew to greet Mies Rommelaine; and, never a more crisp, wliite, sparkling
of a revolver to his own breast, fatally *
There came the sound of a woman’s moan ings concerningit I have heard from during the half-hour visit, both mother sheet of snow to receive new tracks and
wounded himself. The brothers were ^
and heavy sighs, and a child’s voice: him all its perplexities.I was with him and child so perceptibly drew comfort footprints. The air rang with sleighin easy circumstances. Henry wag
when the news came of the verdict of and hops from her face and her words beils and merry voices; the houses were about 30 years old, and about three
<*•0, deJJ
1 °ht d<mt 1 gnilty.’ He has told me that 'twas by that she Was quite absorbed in thoughts
bright^ costumes, bright lights, years since lost his wife, since which
Hat when Mr. Ronjmedaine knocked yonr ingenuity and exertion that the of them. Bnt when she had left them,
time it is claimed that he has labored
•31 become still He wflited,and knocked new trial has been ordered, and delay and had taken the avenue oar for home,
Mrs. ^Rommelainewas reoeiving calls,, under temporary aberration of mind.
again. No sound. Five minutes of gained. I know, too, the contentsof the their images gave place to that of the and in the pleasurable excitement she
Neighbors deny the insanity claim, and
mleiioe passed, and then he turned the letter that yon have now read. Do you yonng lawyer, Mr. Thnrston. Was it did not heed a package of letters that
state that the snooting was the result of a
think it encourages any reliable hope ?” the strange lovelinessof the winter day the postman had brought to the door.
quarrel arising from business troubles.
door nmoexea, entered the room.
4116
1 do think so,” Mr. Thurston an- that gave the deliciousatmosphereto But one of these, os it was directedto
Both men were well known in Baltimore,
A woman knelt beside a bed. with her swered.
that reverie ?
her name, Frances Rommelaine seized, and possessed the good-will and confiAwe hidden in her hands. Alittlegirl, “I am so glad, so very glad. I am
She ended a day-dream with one prao- and escaping from the drawing-room, till
dence of a large circle of friends.
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will apeak of excellentthing*.”
-The great Vegetable
Pain Dentropor. Ho* been la um over thirty
yean, *ud lor cieaullucasand prompt curatlvo
virtuescannot he excelled.
No Ik rally can afford to he without Pond'* Extract. Accident*, Rrnlaen,
ContualonH.CatH» SDraine, are reUcved al-

EffiiBiMiES'
APPROVED CLAIMS
MATURING

Wilhopt’s Anti-Periodic; ph FatHB
,and Ague Tonic.— This invaluable and standard family medicine is now a household word
and maintains its reputationunimpaired.It is
indorsed by the medical profession,and protAo'Chariw Hospitaland othlr
ii/New Orleans. • wifijoft’l Topic Is
recommendedby ibe fe&dingmedical men of the country, and is worthy of such
indorsement. G. B. Finlay & Co., Proprietors,
New Orleans.
J»Y ALL
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tlonH, CnafingH, Old Soro*. non*. Felons,
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go swimmin’ in Hawkeye krick, to-nigbt?”
“Pa, oh pa, gimme five cents to ride
on the street-cars.”
And Mr. Throckmorton went down
town and amazed Fred Scott by telling
him to cut him off about thirteen feet of
water-pipe,on the bias, and he asked
Mr. Parsons to let him have eleving
dozing skeins of cotting batting and send
him up a man with a tin dipper; he told
Dr. Cochran, the dentist, to come right
up and fill the baby’s teeth, and begged
the doctor to huny right away and put a
half-sole on the school-house window,
and then he ran to the shoemaker’s and
asked him if he had vaccinated his little
girl’s shoe, and amazed a street-ear
driver by asking him for a bath ticket,
and when the man came arennd with the
oar-looks and dip-net he told him to take
them up and lay them in the front hall,
I

the girls would show him where. And
by 8 o’clock in the afternoon it had got

A VEGETABLE PREPARATION,
luvented^hi^tho17th century bj^Dr. William Grace,
cored thousands of the most serionssores an? wounds
that baffled the skill of the most eminent physiciansof
h'V d»7. and was regarded by all who knew him as a
public benefactor. 2d cents a box. For Sale by Drag-
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marriage was arranged between

Nathlng Is ao unpleasant,nothing so common aa bad
reath, and in nearly even case It cornea from the stomach, and can be to eaaily corrected If yon will take
loct eo sure
Simmons’Liver Regulator. Do not neglect
a remedy for this repulaive disorder. It will also improve
your appetite, Complexion and General Health.

not be regarded aa
a triflingailment— In fact, nature
demandsthe utmost regularity of
the bowels, and any deviation
from this demand pavae the way
often to serious danger.It is quite
as neoetsary to tetnove Impure accumulationsfrom the bowels as it
Is to eat or aleep, and no health
can be expected where a cosUve
habit of body pravaila.

searching ^eikthwaysiafid
boy was captured ana only
the place of the cripple. The latter being in the lame plight, had also to pro,
b<#*’ t£
dosed, and thus there were two

one.
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Druggists.
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This distressing eflllqUon occurs moat frequently.Tbe
disturbanceof the etomach, arising from tbe Imperfectly
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what la popularlyknown aa Sick Headache;for the relief of which, Take Simmon*' Liver Regulator or
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two young people living some distance
apart, near Bengal, India, bnt who had
never seen one another. The bridegroom duly arrived at the bride’s village,
and the ceremonies had actually begun,
when a report reached the bride and her
mother that the intended husband was
an incurable cripple. They both declared that ^hey would commit suicide
rather than complete the ceremony, and,
as it was a fact that the would-be bridegroo:m was a cripple, he was dismissed.
the prevailing superBut,
etexnal .disgrace, would hpve attended the bride 3 she had not been
married on Jhftt day. jdteil.inatteTs had
progressed,so far. So another bride-
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ah around town that old Mr. Throckmorton was drinking as bad as ever again
and hadn’t drawn a sober breath all day. Medicine.

—Burlington Hawk-Eye.

Breeder, no Livery Man can afford to be without It.
It is used by nil the leading Llvcnr Btabjes. Street
Railroads and first Horsemen In New York City.
It lias no equal for Sprains, Harness or Saddle
Chafing*, Stiffness.Scratches, Swellings, Cuts,
Lacerations,Bleedings, Pneumonia,Colic, Diarrhira. Chills,Colds, etc. It* range of action Is
wide, and the relief It affords Is so prompt that It Is
Invaluableiu every Farm-yard os well as In every
Farm house. Let It be tried once and you will
never be without
.....
CA UTION I Pond’s Extract has been Imitated.
Iho genuine article has the words Pond’* Extract blown tn each bottle. It Is prepared by U»o
only person* living who ever know how to
prepare It properly, Refuse all other preparations
of ffih llaxcl. Y his Is the only article used by
i’hpiclaM, and in the hospluls of this country

Lane, New
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TO^FAItMEItS-Pond'sExtract.

HISTORY and IThc* of tfond’a Extract, In
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Bring my shoe home from the shoe- icnnt
maker’s.”
VEGETABLE,
“ Ma says be sure and tell the doctor
The Oheapeet.Punsetand
to come up to-day and vaccinate the Beat Family Medicine In
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and

,

“

baby!”
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Tobacco.
The Pioneer Tobacco Company.
New York. Boston and Chicago.

don from the side yard
held him for a mome*itt -> j \ j [
“ Pap, oh pap ! Want ten Cents to pay
Grasshoppers, potato bugs, tramps
for a winder I broke in the schoolhonse,
and traveling agents are the farmer’s curse. The
and I can’t go to Sunday-school till I get last can be avoided by buying direct. Five Ton
a new hat and some shoes, and please Wagon bcales are sold at $51) each. On trial,
can’t I have a quarter to go to the pic- freight prepaid,by Jones, of Binghamton,
__ _ Binghamton,N. Y.
Mr. Throckmorton silently registered
Oub sole for Hatch’s Universal Cough
a flogging for the broken glass, a negaSyrup, for four years past, has been greater
tive for the pumiq, and said he would get than for any similar preparation.
the boots and hat/ "Then He turned to
Waldo ft Tracey, Waverly, N. Y.
Sold by Van Schaaok, Steveuson & Reid, Chigo, but as he passed down the street his
six younger children came running after cago, IU.
him.
Hofmann’sHop Pills cure the Ague at once,
“ Oh. pa, don’t forget to stop and see
if the old umbrella’s fixed, ma says.”
If ftn fad' dfaD, drowsy, debilitated, havw froqoent
headache, tnotrth teatee badly, poor appetite, and toogm
“ Stop at the dentist’sand see when he coated,you are suffering from torpid Um or “biliona-

nic?”
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Kma- TOILET
nesi

SAME

* *- Th* Celebrated

fiaiS

the

for the

ere;pr

i

PrltoUtt.'

fbr HlugtYated

PHYSICIANS

a<« arc Liable to obatmctlona
bowela. Don’t neglectthem. It le not neoeeeary
to outrage the palate with7 nauaeona drug* In euub cnees.
The moat effectivelaxative known U Tajik* NT's
vkscrnt Seltzku AmNient, and It ieelso the moat

box. Send tot almanacs.Graefenberg
New York.

younger
caught his ear and

0r Send

permaneotlv cured.
of all schools who are acquainted
with Pona'N Extract recommend It In their
practice. We have letters of commendationfrom
hundreds of Physiciansj many of whom order It
for use In their own practice- In addition to the
foregoing they order Itt ulo for 8 Weill nm of all
kinds. Quinsy, Soke Thrnnt, Itiflitmrd
Tonsils, simple aiid chroiilcDlarrljj^ij^Ca-

The Henlthlent of

In

erg VgeUblo Pills fb bo the mildest

the voice of his

ffl&ss&zmss.

Neuralgia and

sSTiJaU

»

tuuiwe.

AWNIH6S, TENTS,

Rheamatlnm
.tiara are ail alike relieved aud often

years’ expnri^nce proves the

»

DYki^ bm ku

.

you, for we want" it right away an

the gate latch, and with a visible effort
promised to r<wwjaber the,. eBfchd find
bring up the ooiten batting, and opened

•r

-

they send1

The parent paused with his hand on

(UBSIB

fic. It has saved hundreds of lives when all other
remedie* failed to arrest bleeding
remedies
blc
from nooe,
and elsewhere.

Cashmere Bouquet

_
_________ fof
Co. on each package are a guarantee
a groan like, and, saying he would at- of superior and uniform quality. With snch
tend to it, went ont. As he passed nice adaptation the success of this article is
down the porch steps his second daugh- not surprising.

come to dinner and tell Jhem to sendja
man to lay the new ball carpet when

free*

PRESENTATION.
JAMES BUELL, - - PRESIDENT.

ft

ter leaned ont of a window and cried:
“ Oh, pa; dp Stop? at I>4rao*8f m yet

tea

on

inis for wide popularityare
esaentiala

__

5937

pains to which ther aro peculiarly subject—
notably fullnessand pressurein Um head, nausea,

Jm it

fully met in Colgate ft Co.’s

$

LADll5Pfln?ittheir best friend. It nasuagesthe

IN 1877

,

money, and will give you a pair of
patent oarlocks and” a dip-net Bring

!

SSSOmSSSS

I

POND’S EXTRACT

Elegant Cookery.

easy enough to have your breakfast and
tea rolls or biscuit, waffles, crullers, ipuffins,
It is

.

AddreasJ^Bowngtoa.lRk m Wood-et,, ^

SURPLUS, $820,000
EVERY APPROVED FORM OP POLICY
ISSUED ON MOST FAVORABLE TERMF CHILDREN.

and

liat

daughter shouted from up-stairs:
“Pa! pall pa!!! Go to Greenbaum &
Schroder's ftnd tqk Mi. Sdott ty give
you two yards and S half’of bh)wn satin,
cut on the bias, to match the dress I got
last week; he’ll know the kind. Bring
it with you. I don’t want to wait for it. ”
And Mr. Throckmorton, pausing with
his hand on the door, said he would get
it, a|(ftliki)sighed aid opened Ihekloi
Justi &eji\is eldest son dhbntea fre
the sitting-room:
“ Father ! The man was up here twice

.

-

ousf^ers,
oonf^pSon?1and nnmeroub other maladies arising frofla^goja^l
• woak-

they’ll forget

j,

1V0LVEE FREE

T^Tl^Ba^Sxlraoter.

sideredj a podfiy4 specific

bij ji

m*

The People’s Remedy.

261V 264, 263 Broadway Note: Ask for Pond’s Extract.
- — OBOiXIIg* 1810—
Take no Other.

manner

com

w

INSURANCE COMPANY,

v^n

tested, almost
putting on his
for the ti^ool
J tnriNH outtpweuf little or no value,
when Mrs. Throckmorton callea after «.i
while the great invigorant,whose reputation
‘ him from the kitchen:
they were intended to rival, has never disap*
“Stop at Sodder’s and tell him to
anted those who have placed their confidence

it”
ThrookmorWn

iw- zifi. SSI.*
Bsmpleeworth $1

[From the Burlington Hawk-Eye.]

Mr. Jwper Throckmorton, who lives
out on Summer street, is the father of
tSnchfliren.The other morning Mr.
ThrockmortonvojP just on thfic poin^ ot

a

te

a

pdntadly,but tnaUthlacsavddlnc flippancy.
dailt paper at the price of a weekly. It bee a

gl.QO BO*TO*' tUU, tiO{>

eesent
»

like

are

Pi

General Hooker.
Gen. Hooker has made

REVOLUTION

XTE'W

new contribu*

a

NEW LARGE STOCK

lion to the official history of the battle pf
An detain

war department to all officers to forward neglected reports. Antletam was

the

the scene of Hooker’s most gallant fight-

AJMJD—

—

under a general invitation of

--

MATERIAL OH

A35TO-EI

Ready-Made

was severely wounded.
His orginal report, written about two
the battle, contains golne

graphic passages, but

it is

only in the recent

addition that he touches on the great
mystery of the battle, the failure of
Burnside to carry the bridge and assail
the enemy’s right on the days when the

’s

center and

cany was

ws’

alter it,

the worst chosen on the

rather than the difflenltyofthe

achievement, which reduced the plan of
battle to failure.It

OBCBAP

Who hu adoptedas

JOBOFFICE.

'•V.;
. -u..

Farmers can pay for goods

bin motto:

iJui'T

. f’.'.kV.U

•

,1‘t

*.

CASH PAID FOR WOOL.

.»

.

dnes, be they patent

otherwise, for

or

some

years, thus describes some of the fierce

of September,

MEN

1808,

the second day of the battle of Antletam ?—

Our

With these dispositions completed, the
battle

wu

,

Ify object was

Job

advance of me, and which

Plant-

unequaled in this
all

execute
We have got

field batteries

in these

on

’HARD TIMES,”

filade oar lines when exposed daring the

advance. We had

not proceeded far be-

heavy force of the

fore I discovered that a

enemy had taken possession of

(I have since learned about a thirty-acre

ALL KINDS OF

my immediate front, and, from
son’s rays falling on their bayonets

the

field

the lowest rates, Irrespoctlveof age, sex, or social
standing.

arps

The

NO

*

in their hands,

standing apparently

at "support arms.” Instructionswere

JOB PRINTING

my spare

all of

batteriesnear at

NG&tly

Promptly and

Slaughtered or Sold for almost no price at

My request to the inhabitants of

this

25.

28-4w

1877.

writing, every stalk of

THE

IN

SCHMIDT, AUG.

CJIAS.

your trade.

P.

SCHMIDT.

jffnM

have

the field was cut as closely as could

J. 0.

their ranks a few moments before. It
was never my fortune to witness a more
bloody, dismal battle-field. Those that

Holland, September

our advance, and sought refuge behind

and stone ledges, nearly
a line with the Dunker church, as

the trees, fences

in-

formed by a division commander of Jackson’s the corps that latter was waiting for

left

10,

Of all kinds and sizes.

1877.

morning had been one of unusual anima-

and fraught with the grandest
events. The conduct of my troops was
sublime, and the occasion almost lifted
me to the skies, and its memories will
ever remain near mo. My command followed the fugitivesclosely until we had
ppspd- the corn-field a quarter of a mile
or more, when I was removed from my

Chas. Schmidt
77

PRINTING

D

tion to me,

saddle In the act of falling out of

it

—

1

BILL HEADS,

Watchmakers $ Jewelers,

frofn

STATEMENTS,

The manufacture of paper flour barrels
one of the new industries of Wisconsin.
These barrels are made from straw-paper
pulp, which is run into moulds In the
shape of half barrels and subjected to
great pressure. The ends are made in the
same way, and so perfectly does the machine do its work that any piece in a barrel may be subetitutedfor a similar one.
The barrels have an average thicknessof
three sixteenths of an inch, and are very

Silver

CARDS,

K'".

TAGS,

CUBE

the

Mont Approved Patterns;

And we are confident we can
want

aatlefy all whe

Hollamd, March

S4,

1877.

—

-0

—

'

Proprietor!.

—

.

Havlngrentedtho machine shop and power, owned
by Wm. H. Demiog, of this place, we are
preparedto repair all kinds of

Kuhiinj, Statimuj ui Port# Eagian

Or Re-Sawing Done.

Settingup Netv Machinery,

IDH/TT

RepairingNeatly and Promptly Executed.

Q00DBI0K,

Planing, Matching,
WE HAVE

Vail Zilae of Gold Peas.

ft

,

A

SHAFTING, ETC.,

STEAM

KILIT

SPECIALITY.
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,
Or anything la onr line, manufactured on short

DOtlSO.

e_iy.

H.

W. VERBEEK

ft

Hakiag Ntv Work. Stv Arturs, Shifting,

IPTJXLEYS, ETO.
Mr. Cla.k having had fourteen years of experience In setting np and repairing Engines,Boilers,
putting in Steam heating apparatus, Pipe-building
for steam, 1 as and water, we will try and give satisfactionto all that give os a coll.

CLARK A GOODRICH.

Co.

of

no

flour is lost

by

through in transportation.

Holland, Mich., May

Programmes,

Hardware Store

A Pittsburgh mechanic asks the

fol-

and economy I have accumulated several

Handbills,
'

Cor. Eighth and

17,

187T.

Ib-ly

for araioy day I invested them in railroad,

hank and Insurancestdbkf, and a

little

1877. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1877.

Pub Btrebm,

Millinery § Fancy Goods,

Law Blanks,

A

Etc., Etc.,

LADIES’

Etc

1

own such documents. }I ask, am! a
working-man,a capitalist dr a bloated
al to

-

—

•

- -

j*

\

< |

Suits, lnfont$' Cloaks,
'‘.'r'..

Hats,

.HvJlmiJf.tj., j,

'..if]

Standard Trimmings, Laces, Ribbons, Ties,
Flowers, Colareta, Fans, Parasols

’4

Tinware very Neatly and

Democrats of Holmes county, Mis-

nominateda colored man
belonging to their perty for the State
Legislature.The county gave. about $•
teen hundred majority for Mr. Tiiden, so
sissippi, have

that seemingly the selection of

of

FURNISHING GOODS,

in

before it was considered crimin-

bondholder f*

foil line

ir,

thousand dollars, and wishing u> provide

Tn

Mill.

AND THE DRYING OF LUMBER
All Kinds of Spectacles.
WE SHALL MAKE A

lowing veiy proper question: "Having
been a worker for forty years, by indnstry

a bond,

mWSLLKWQ,,

Ann St., Ntv Tort; Post Office Box. 45>6.

price. Moreover, the grooves

fit so perfectlythat
sifting

^

cfc*

found in their lightness, durability and

the ordinary

Ware, Watches, Clocks,

Jewelry & Fancy Goods.

PRICE LISTS,

light. Their advantageover other barrels
a third

lit
41

In re-building our new shop we have pur
chased entire new Machinery,

Of

DEALERS IN

ENVELOPES,

^

cheapness,for they do not cost

RAPIDS, MICH.

NOTE HEADS,

Is

is

GRAND

of

Sent nnder seal. In a plain envelope, to any ad
dress, post-paid, on receipt of six cents or two
post stamps.
Address the Publishers,

CANAL STREET,

Planing

LETTER HEADS,

having previously been
without my knowledge.

-

-ly

\&r This Lectnre should be In the hands
man in the land.

every youth and every

Bro,,

<C

induced by Self Abuse, luvolunUnr Seminal
Losses, Impotenoy,Nervous Debility, and Impediments to Marriage generally; Consumption,
Epilepsyand fits; Mental and Physical Incapcltv,
Ac.— By ROBERT J. CULVKRWElL, M. d!? aiil
thor of the "Green Book,” Ac.
The world-renowned author, In this admirable
Lecture, clearly proves from his own experience
that the awtal consequencesof self-abusemay be
effectuallyremoved without medicine, and wituotH
dangerons snrgical operations, bougies, Instruments, rings, or cordials; pointing out a mode of
cure at once simple, certain,and effectual, by
means of which every sufferer, no matter what
his conditionmay be, may euro himself cheaply,
privately, and radically.

IFEECEINTIX

.ELGIN

loss of blood,
struck

A Lecture on the Nature,Treatment, and radtJ
cal cure of Seminal Weakness or Spermatorran;

COMMERCIAL ^lin&Broyman

during bis night-march from Harper’s

Ferry, in anticipationof deliveringan
attack on my command. The whole

X.EOTTTKB

-A-

Just Published in a sealed enveloped. Price six arts.

;

there was no resistingthis torrent of death-

some stragglers to arrive, which had been

D0E8BURG.

N. B. — All liquors, sold for Inscriptions cut in both the
medicinal purposes only, as English & Dutch languages.
pure as you may wish them
- o
also, a fine stock of cigars and
Dealer in all kinds of Ameritobaccos, as cheap as anywhere
can and Foreign Marble
else.
and Granite.

escaped fled in the opposite direction from

have since been

HOFSTRA

osar TO YOUNG MEN.

been done with a knife, and the slain lay
in rows preciselyas they had stood in

dealing missives. I

3

Give me, at least, a part of

corn in the northern and greater part of

on.

all.

This lot of goods was traded for Real Estate, and did not cost any cash, and there
fore we can aflord to give such bargains, as seldom occur.

Colony Is:

Holland, Aug

and to open with canister at once.

am

ETC.,

All kinds of Country Produce, such as Wheat, Corn, Barley, Potatoes, Apples, Butter* Eggs, etc., taken in exchange for goods.

spring into battery on the right of this
In the time I

,

hand, of

which I think there were five or six, to

field,

Clothing, Shirts, Eoiseiy

HANDKERCHIEFS,

store will

late in the evening.

immediately given for the assemblage of

82

Heady Made

always be
open from early morning to

was filled with the enemy, with

•

NEW CLOTHING
HOUSE
EIGHTH STREET,

projection above the corn, could see that

the

S.

Opposite Van Raalle Boot and Shoe Store, and you will see the most astounding
Stock of* •
B

We InviteFarmers and Cltlrens to come and try,
If we pntonr motto Into practice.I will guarantee honest and kind treatmentto customers, at

a cornflelc

field), in

W.

to bo contentedwith tmnlls profits

son’s corpe during the night, and at the
high ground on oar right and rear to en-

!

After yon read the latest dispatches from the European seat of war
then proceed
’

times prepar3i

South Mohntain, to prevent ed to
which he had been reinforcedby Jackhad planted

to
HOFSTRA’S

mile

a

commanded and we are at

retreat from

time

TERRIBLE MASSACRE

city,

tbn tWsfclott taken by the enemy on his

same

and take your Pick.

Call soon

AST,

A BE

The Sam* with

gain the ing are

to

high ground some three-quartersof
in

facilities for

soon renewed on the morning

Jto IjNk

9f.

in all kinds of

>

0 .ilLiSX'U.ci J./' ;

EverythingIs decreasingIn ealne, and also Medl-

Stoker’s original report, Which has fist

fighting of the 17th

else.

Produce.

!»Wvna.

been fonnd after being mislain for

Cheaper than anywhere

Quick Sales & Small Profits

was something like

at the battle of

ASH STORE,

a

DOESBURfl

J. 0.

Gen. Kwdener’a failure to co-operate with
PriliWSchackoeky

HARRINGTON’S

E. J.

left Gen. Hooker

whole
river; however that may have been, it was
carried with comparatively small loss,
when it was at length attempted. . It was
the delay before Burnside’s assault and
to

Just received and offered for sale at

Id the Drag Store of

says that the position which Burnside had

Clothing, Boots A Shoos,

Goods, Groceries, etc.

?

THE

weight of fighting was being delivered on
the enemy

Dry

WHERE

Just Received at

--

0?

!

ing, and where he

monUis after

I^EMENSE

-A.3ST

s

colored

candidate was not prompted by any party

necessity.

;

v

and Zephyrs.

Promptly Repaired.
>

All kinds of Color and Ornamental printing. Call and
examine specimens and prices.

0

1

..

;-/,}

Call and see and give ns
of

a

if

» 7

E.

share

BUTTERICX

ft

CO'S PATTERNS.

your Patronage.
J.

N BERGE,

VANDERVEEN.

Holland, March 10.

1877.
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BICKSTW STREET
.
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